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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION, PERSPECTIVES AND THESIS OUTLINE  
 
 

1. 1. The European project and the democratic deficit 
 

The European Union is a product of historical attempts to create stability. The formation 

of the European Union through integration between European countries started in the 

1950’s.1 It has gone from being a coal and steel market cooperation to become an 

economic, social and political union with judicial, legislative and supranational 

authority.2 The EU of today is made up of four main institutions: the Council of the 

European Union (and its European Council), the European Commission, the European 

Parliament and the European Court of Justice.3 The EU is an ongoing project “whose 

territorial reach, political impact and normative sanctions we still cannot determine with 

great confidence.”4  

 

What in this paper is referred to as the European project means the political system and 

prospects of the European Union. However, this project also involves a cultural 

development. The European unification has gone from being foremost a political affair 

towards a European Union where integration between its people is a central part of its 

construction. The term European project designates therefore not only the political 

structure of the EU but also includes the effect it entails in the society and for the 

community. The European project involves both the institutions and the citizens. New 

member states and new legislations confirm this process of transformation on a concrete 

level, whereas the cultural construction and changes attached to this development are 

complex and harder to grasp. 

 

The aspects of the European Union that go beyond the institutional architecture of the 

EU falls under the concept of the European idea, which will be further described in the 

paper. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1 Simon Hix and Bjorn Hoyland, The political system of the European Union, (Basingstoke, Hampshire: 
Palgrave 2011), 1. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Ibid: 8-9. 
4 (Ed.) Philip Schlesinger and John Erik Fossum, The European Union and the public sphere – A 
communicative space in the making? (New York: Routghledge 2007), 21. 
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As the European project came to gradually more represent the citizens and influence 

their daily life, a political need for legitimacy has emerged in order to fulfil the 

democratic ideals of the European Union.  

 

The European Parliament is the embodiment of the European Union’s democratic 

pursuit. The power of the European Parliament has increased over time, from the first 

direct elections in the 1970’s to the implementation of the new legislative abilities and 

budgetary procedures in the 2009’s Lisbon treaty.5 The European Parliament is certainly 

the body of the EU that most evidently represents the European public, primary 

speaking through the European elections and thereof elected members of parliament. In 

the European Parliament, 751 members of parliament (MEPs) are elected to represent 

the 28 member states through a suffrage every fifth year.6 The European Parliament is, 

together with the Council, the legislative authority of the EU – meaning that the 

Parliament decides on the EU legislation and the budget, as well as manages the other 

EU institutions.7  

 

The European integration has certainly moved further in a steady pace over the last fifty 

years. It has however not gathered the citizens as it has member states, at least not 

according to the numbers of voters in the European elections. Before the first direct 

election to the European Parliament in 1979, there was a widespread belief among 

scholars that this would generate a new legitimacy for the European Union.8 Since then, 

the development has not precisely met these prospects as the participation in the 

elections to the European Parliament has declined during the years.9  

 

Scientific literature on the democratic and future development of the European Union 

are all based on the same observation that the Europeanization of politics with the 

transition from the national level to the EU-level has not been matched by a similar 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5 Hix, Simon and Hoyland, Bjorn. “Empowerment of the European Parliament”, (The Annual Review of 
Political Science) 16. (2013): 172-173. 
6 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meps/en/map.html (2014-10-30). 
7 Simon Hix and Bjorn Hoyland, The political system of the European Union, (Basingstoke, Hampshire: 
Palgrave 2011), 8-9. 
8 Ibid: 146. 
9 Ibid: 147.!
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expansion in citizen support for the European project.10 Researchers, but also politicians 

and journalists, have a tendency to describe the EU institutions as lacking democratic 

accountability.11 The low voter turnout in the elections to the European Parliament 

appears to show a general low interest in the European political project.12 It is 

established that the citizens do not feel the great acceptance, attachment or allegiance 

that could be expected from such a major project as is the EU, nor do they really 

participate in its political debates.13 These statements lead right up to what is called the 

democratic deficit of the EU.14  

 

The so-called democratic deficit-issue of the European Union started figuring in 

academic publications in the later part of the 1980s, and in more common media in the 

beginning of the following decade, due to the fall of support for the EU during this 

period.15 The meaning of the term democratic deficit has been questioned and research 

differs on if there is an actual democratic deficit within the EU project.16  

  

However, the democratic deficit is acknowledged and addressed by the EU. The 

European Union itself states that the “’democratic deficit’ is a term used by people who 

argue that the EU institutions and their decision-making procedures suffer from a lack 

of democracy and seem inaccessible to the ordinary citizen due to their complexity” but 

that “the real EU democratic deficit seems to be the absence of European politics”, 

meaning that the voters do not think they have the possibility to influence or control the 

course of EU politics and policies.17 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10 Sine Nørholm Just, “The constitution of meaning – a meaningful constitution? Legitimacy, identity, 
and public opinion in the debate on the future of Europe”, (Ph.D. diss., Copenhagen Business School, 
2004), 38. 
11 Christophe Crombez, “The democratic deficit in the European Union, Much ado about nothing?”. 
European Union Politics, vol. 4, No. 1 (2003): 102 
12 http://www.euractiv.com/culture/european-values-identity/article-154441?display=normal (2012-04-
29). 
13 Sine Nørholm Just, “The constitution of meaning – a meaningful constitution? Legitimacy, identity, 
and public opinion in the debate on the future of Europe”, (Ph.D. diss., Copenhagen Business School, 
2004), 38-39. 
14 Ibid: 39. 
15 Simon Hix and Bjorn Hoyland, The political system of the European Union, (Basingstoke, Hampshire: 
Palgrave 2011), 132. 
16 Christophe Crombez, “The democratic deficit in the European Union, Much ado about nothing?”. 
European Union Politics, vol. 4, No. 1 (2003): 103 
17 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/summary/glossary/democratic_deficit.html (2016-03-13).!
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To clarify the nature of the democratic deficit, Hix and Hoyland refer to an explanation 

from 1995 by Weiler and colleagues.18 This description of the democratic deficit is 

made up of different negative arguments usually spread around this EU problematic.19 

Hix and Hoyland add some parts to Weilers’ version and thus define the democratic 

deficit by these five claims:  

 

–“Increased executive power-decreased national parliamentary control.”20  

(Basically means the power shift from national level to EU level and how the national 

governmental actors through the European Council and Commission can decide things 

without the control of national parliaments.)21 

 

–“The European Parliament is too weak.”22    

(The European parliament does not compensate enough for the above described national 

parliaments’ loss of power and the citizens are not as interrelated to the MEPs as they 

are to their national politicians.)23  

 

–“There are no ‘European’ elections.”24 

(The citizens can only cast their votes in the periodic elections and referendums on 

treaty reforms and not on specific policies.25 The elections are conducted on the 

domestic political arena with national parties and are thus more of a national than 

European matter).26  

 

–“The EU is too distant.”27  

(The obscure and technocratic organisation of the EU with the Council, the 

Commission, the European Parliament and policies is hard to understand and to be 

politically indentified with for the citizens).28  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18 Simon Hix and Bjorn Hoyland, The political system of the European Union, (Basingstoke, Hampshire: 
Palgrave 2011), 132. 
19 Ibid.  
20 Ibid. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Ibid.!
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 
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–“Policy drift.”29 

(Due to the above-mentioned issues, citizens of the member states do not support the 

different policies adopted by the EU.  Example of this is critique towards the EMU 

(Economic and Monetary Union) project and the CAP (Common Agricultural Policy) 

subsidies to farmers.)30 

 

The role of the public is central in the academic perception of the democratic deficit, as 

the European Union is regarded undemocratic as long as there is no European 

community of debate and voters.31 The democratic deficit means a lack of legitimacy. 

This lack of legitimacy is, as indicated above, illustrated by a relative low participation 

in the European elections (the utterly democratic expression of the European Union). 

The term legitimacy in this case is the concept of democratic legitimacy that in turn can 

be divided into three sections: Juridical, political and social legitimacy.32  Juridical 

legitimacy means the regulations that determine political authority.33 The other two – 

political and social legitimacy – are especially interesting for this study. Political 

legitimacy is obviously central when addressing the legislative institution of the EU – 

the European Parliament. Political legitimacy can further be split in two parts: Output 

(Government for the people) and Input (Government by the people), meaning the need 

of participation from individuals and delivering back to them.34 The citizens are thus 

key in gaining political legitimacy, but also important is the performance of their 

representative institutions. Moreover, the social legitimacy is a critical area for the EU 

as a whole. Because it is within the public that identity and public support is to be 

found35 – both of great importance to the European project. The political and social 

legitimacy of the EU is realised by the public’s participation in the democratic 

procedures on the European political level. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
29 Ibid: 133. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Christophe Crombez, “The democratic deficit in the European Union, Much ado about nothing?”. 
European Union Politics, vol. 4, No. 1 (2003): 105 
32 Sine Nørholm Just, “The constitution of meaning – a meaningful constitution? Legitimacy, identity, 
and public opinion in the debate on the future of Europe”, (Ph.D. diss., Copenhagen Business School, 
2004), 39. 
33 Ibid: 39-40. 
34 Original emphasizing of words. Sine Nørholm Just, “The constitution of meaning – a meaningful 
constitution? Legitimacy, identity, and public opinion in the debate on the future of Europe”, (Ph.D. diss., 
Copenhagen Business School, 2004), 40. 
35 Sine Nørholm Just, “The constitution of meaning – a meaningful constitution? Legitimacy, identity, 
and public opinion in the debate on the future of Europe”, (Ph.D. diss., Copenhagen Business School, 
2004), 41. 
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The 2014 European elections’ voter turnout was the lowest ever, 42.54 %.36 It should be 

noted that the voting has been quite stable over-time, in proportion to the increased 

number of member states and their national elections turnout history.37 The voter 

participation in the European elections has consistently been about 20 per cent under the 

EU countries national parliamentary elections.38 One explanation of the general lower 

interest for the European elections put forward is that they are being too national-

politics-oriented, interpreted as some sort of evaluation of the national politicians 

performances and of less importance than the actual national elections.39   
 

After all these years of increased presence of EU affairs, should not more citizens of the 

member states be involved and vote in the European elections? There might be many 

different reasons behind the lack of motivation or the resistance to vote among the large 

group of non-voters. However, studies show that citizens with critical attitudes towards 

the EU membership or the European Parliament vote less, as do people that lack 

knowledge about EU and EU politics.40  

 

The democratic deficit has made the European Union invest in informative work, but 

also generated an ambition from the union to create a European identity and public.   

The European Union has a long record of trying to raise the citizens’ awareness and 

influence them to approve the European project and engage them in the elections. The 

aim to gain both political and social legitimacy for the European project has turned the 

EU to use communication to promote the European idea to the people. This means 

forwarding European values and culture as well as enhancing attempts to build a 

relationship with the public, hoping this will lead to identification with the European 

project, increased interest in the European matters, engagement and support for the EU 

that in turn will lead to democratic legitimacy. The democratic deficit is therefore linked 

to communication, as it is the tool available when connecting with and influencing the 

public. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
36 http://www.results-elections2014.eu/en/turnout.html (2014-08-26).  
37 Simon Hix and Bjorn Hoyland, The political system of the European Union, (Basingstoke, Hampshire: 
Palgrave 2011), 147. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid: 149. 
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Earlier research conducted in this field further points out communication as a measure 

for the European Union to deal with the democratic deficit – and highlights the 

emphasize on the public within this endeavour. 

 

For example, media researcher David Ward suggests that attempts to solve the 

democratic deficit and gain legitimacy must involve communication methods that have 

an effect on the citizen’s input, involvement and recognition.41 Instead of different 

institutional reforms as solutions to the democratic deficit, such as the strengthening of 

the European Parliament’s power, Ward means that communication can bring about the 

public’s political support, identification and democratic engagement in the EU 

processes.42  

 

Thorsten Hüller, political scientist, distinguishes between transparency (which needles 

to say has been a centre of attention for the European Union) and publicity when it 

comes to dealing with the democratic deficit and improving legitimacy.43 What he calls 

the mere transparency is when the EU’s political works are published and accessible to 

the public and the aimed actual publicity is the public’s awareness and perception of the 

same.44  

 

Researcher in political communication, Asimina Michailidou, means that public 

communication strategies intended for fostering a dialogue with the public are a method 

for the EU to create democratic legitimation.45 Within the EU, communication strategies 

are well recognized as a method to deal with the democratic deficit. According to a 

study among a group of EU officials conducted by Michailidou, the majority saw 

improved communication with the public as crucial in enhancing EU’s legitimacy 

status.46 In the same study, they ranked promoting “benefits of the EU to its citizens” 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
41 David Ward, “The Democratic deficit and European Union Communication policy, an evaluation of the 
commission’s approach to broadcasting”, The Public, vol. 8, No 1 (2001): 77. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Thorsten Hüller, “Assessing EU strategies for publicity”, Journal of European Public Policy, Vol. 14, 
No. 4 (2007): 563, DOI: 10.1080/13501760701314391. 
44 Ibid. 
45 Asimina Michailidou, “Democracy and New Media in the European Union: Communication or 
Participation Deficit?”, Journal of Contemporary European Research, vol. 4, No. 4 (2008): 348.  
46 Ibid: 359. 
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and “specific EU policies to citizens” in top five “Factors for improving EU’s 

legitimacy”.47 “Promoting a European identity among citizens” holds place 19.48  

 

This thesis is primarily about how the European Union deals with the democratic deficit 

through strategic communication and researches how this work shins through in EU‘s 

current public communication. It takes a crosscutting approach to the communicative 

work involved in the European project and European idea before studying the 

communication around the European Parliament elections of 2014 in order to concretize 

the outcome of the strategies used to counteract the democratic deficit. 

 

 

1. 2. Strategic communication  

 

In basic communication theory, certain theories interpret communication as a flow of 

information where the sender through symbols spreads message and meaning to the 

receivers.49 Others perceive communication as the effort made by the sender to 

intentionally try to change and influence the receivers understanding of something.50 

The focus is on the transmission of information and on the receiving end of the same. 

However, the intention of the sender is always central to strategic communication. 

Strategic communication covers the carefully planned communication efforts to reach 

general and long-term goals and is grounded in an acknowledgement of the 

communication’s high value for an organization when it comes to legitimacy, purpose 

of being and activities.51 The strategic communication of the EU can thus both include 

actual communication campaigns and general public communication policies with the 

object to deal with the democratic deficit. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
47 Ibid: 358. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Kirk Hallahan, Derina Holtzhausen, Betteke van Ruler, Dejan Ver!i! and Krishnamurthy Sriramesh. 
“Defining Strategic Communication”, International Journal of Strategic Communication, vol. 1, no. 1 
(2007): 24, DOI: 10.1080/15531180701285244.  
50 Ibid: 25. 
51 Jesper Falkheimer och Mats Heide. Strategisk kommunikation – en introduktion, (Lund: 
Studentlitteratur 2014), 86. 
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Strategic communication can briefly be described as “purposeful use of communication 

by an organization to fulfil its mission.”52 Strategic communication is thus increasingly 

crucial to modern organizations.53 Further, strategic communication highlights how an 

organization works as a social actor and presents and promotes itself by deliberate 

activities.54 There are reasons to keep a critical eye, and be aware that strategic 

communication does not emerge in a vacuum. There is always an aim behind the 

messages forwarded. 

 

Strategic communication has been utilized as a synonym for public relations and 

furthermore to describe political persuasion and brand building.55 Fundamental to the 

employment of strategic communication is to reach acceptance for ideas.56 An objective 

of communication is creating mutual understanding for decision-making and instead of 

influencing the public in a linear way, strategic communication is a process formed 

between the organization and the public.57  

 

These interpretations of strategic communication connect well to the matter of research 

and discussion in this academic paper: The public communication of the European 

Union stands as a clear example of strategic communication. This paper concentrates on 

the understanding of strategic communication as a mean to serve the purposes of the 

EU. 

 

Strategic communication is hence a strategic method used to reach a goal. This process 

includes an organization’s development, implementation and assessment of 

communication through management, marketing, public relations, technical or political 

communication and information/social marketing campaigns.58 Out of these six 

different strategic communication measures, four can usefully be applied to the public 

communication of the European Union. In addition, they are important for this paper’s 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
52 Kirk Hallahan, Derina Holtzhausen, Betteke van Ruler, Dejan Ver!i! and Krishnamurthy Sriramesh. 
“Defining Strategic Communication”, International Journal of Strategic Communication, vol. 1, no. 1, 
(2007): 3,!DOI: 10.1080/15531180701285244.!
53 Ibid: 26. 
54 Ibid: 7. 
55 Ibid: 9. 
56 Ibid: 24. 
57 Ibid: 26. 
58 Ibid: 3. 
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study of the European Parliament’s communication activities in connection to the 

European elections of 2014.  

 

The first component, Management Communication includes the intention to create an 

understanding of an organization’s mission, vision and goals and to distribute essential 

information.59 The aim of EU and European Parliament is to present the relevance of the 

European idea and project to reduce the democratic deficit (and the low voter-turnout). 

 

Public Relations is the second applicable field, with the purpose to begin and maintain a 

meaningful relationship with the public.60 Public relations are of extra relevance to this 

study of a public institution since it is frequently a non-commercial type of 

communication.61 When the European Union communicates and informs to reduce the 

democratic deficit it is all about reaching out. EU’s methods to gain the public’s support 

will be thoroughly outlined throughout the paper.  

 

The third type of relevant strategic communication is Political Communication, which 

seeks to build political support for the exercise of political power and also induce voting 

in elections.62 The EU and the European Parliament are political institutions that do 

promote certain general stances on political issues. However, mostly they inform on 

policy decisions public and ask for people’s engagement. Their efforts to reach out to 

gain legitimacy are examples of political communication.  

 

Last but not least, Information Campaigns is the strategic communication method that is 

simply used to lower risk behaviours, promote social causes and improve the 

community.63 In the case of the European Union and its parliament, the European 

elections campaign of 2014 – the case study of this paper – was launched with the 

purpose of informing about the elections and influence people to vote.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
59 Ibid: 5. 
60 Ibid: 6. 
61 Britannica academic 
http://academic.eb.com.ezproxy.its.uu.se/EBchecked/topic/365730/marketing/27210/Product?anchor=ref
393972 (2014-10-30). 
62 Kirk Hallahan, Derina Holtzhausen, Betteke van Ruler, Dejan Ver!i! and Krishnamurthy Sriramesh. 
“Defining Strategic Communication”, International Journal of Strategic Communication, vol. 1, no. 1, 
(2007): 6, DOI: 10.1080/15531180701285244. 
63 Ibid.!
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The four areas are intertwined and it is easy to move from one to another without losing 

the core: they are just different dimensions of strategic communication with one main 

purpose, to grow the support for the European project and thus further the European 

idea. 

 

 

1. 3. Thesis framework   
 

This paper proceeds from the hypothesis that the strategic communication of the EU is 

influenced by the will to solve the democratic deficit and that the concept of the 

European idea has become a message in the public communication of the EU. 

Strategic communication that aims at realizing an organization’s objective involves 

informational, persuasive, discursive and relational communication.64 It is important 

that research in this field focuses on how the communication can add to an 

organization’s reasons for being.65  The effects of communication campaigns cannot be 

completely and adequately evaluated without considering the communicative work of 

an organization as a whole.66 Since this study concentrates on top-down communication 

– from an institution to the public – the main focus is on the sender’s perspective and 

intention.  

 

Therefore this thesis integrates theories written on the formation and furthering of the 

European idea with current official EU documents on public communication. 

 

 
1. 4. Aims and research question 
 

This thesis aims to research how the European project’s challenges with the democratic 

deficit are reflected in the EU’s usage of public communication and how the EU uses 

strategic communication to enhance the European idea. The focus is on the mediated 

message the EU constructs about itself and Europe. It also aims at describing how the 

EU builds relationships through various communication strategies. 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
64 Ibid: 17. 
65 Ibid: 10-11. 
66 Ibid: 10. 
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The paper addresses the main research question: 

How does the European Union and European Parliament tackle the democratic deficit 

through strategic communication? 

 

In order to test the hypothesis, reach the aims and answer the research question, the 

paper will firstly explain how the European idea has developed and how it permeates 

the strategic and public communication of the European Union. This is followed by a 

case-study of a EU public communication measure: the European Parliament’s 

institutional information campaign on the 2014 European elections, which will be used 

to highlight how EU deals with the democratic deficit and present the European idea in 

concrete ways. 

 

Finally and based on the findings, the study suggests the possibility to use the vote as an 

official EU symbol.  

 

 

1. 5. Chapter disposition 

 

CHAPTER 1 introduces the subject and the thesis structure. CHAPTER 2 is a 

combined historical and theoretical background. It presents the European idea and the 

European Union’s vision of a European identity and public. CHAPTER 3 moves to 

summarizing how the European idea is reproduced in the public communication of the 

EU through European symbols and branding. The following CHAPTER 4 contains the 

presentation and outline of this study’s methodology and empirical material. 

CHAPTER 5 is the actual empirical study and discourse analysis where the review of 

some core strategic communication strategies of the EU is followed by an examination 

of the European Parliament’s information campaign for the European elections of 2014. 

CHAPTER 6 presents how the strategies influences the campaign and discuss the 

findings in the light of the concept of the democratic deficit and European idea. It 

progresses into a shorter line of reasoning about the European idea as a message in 

public communication and about introducing the right to vote as a EU symbol.  
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CHAPTER 2: THE EUROPEAN IDEA AND THE PUBLIC 

 

This chapter will establish a theoretical background about the European idea before 

moving further into discussing the public communication of the European Union. 

Behind EU’s strategic communication stand different foundations and rationales for the 

European cooperation. Essentially, these can be gathered under the concept of the 

European idea. The aim of this chapter is therefore to present research on the European 

idea, the EU’s concern to shape a European community, identity and culture as well as 

the connection of these efforts to the democratic deficit.  

 

 

2. 1. The development of the European idea  

 

Europe is constituted by almost a double the number of states, and over 200 millions 

more inhabitants, than those that are part of the European Union. In an encyclopaedia, 

‘Europe’ would most likely before anything else be described as a continent (although 

with unsure borders). The word “European” is harder to define. Nevertheless, the 

European Union tries to further the European idea and foster a common European 

identity among the citizens.  

 

The establishment of the European Union certainly makes Europe more than just a 

geographical unit. The development of the European Union entails a construction of the 

European idea that contains the symbolic and cultural sides of the European project.  

 

Three academic work illustrates the progress of the European idea: Gerard Delanty’s 

Inventing Europe, Chris Shore’s Building Europe and Johan Fornäs’ Signifying 

Europe.67 They discuss how the EU partakes in the formation and presentation of the 

European idea.  
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Gerard Delanty states in his book Inventing Europe: Idea, Identity, Reality that Europe 

is a cultural construction, it is “an idea as much as a reality”.68 He argues that the idea of 

Europe is closely linked to a centralized process of a collective identity formation.69 

Delanty further stresses that Europe itself is a product of history.70 This implies 

something that changes throughout times. The European project and its development 

stand as a clear example of this. The European unification has gone from being 

foremost a political project towards a European Union where integration between its 

people is a central part of its construction. The European Union builds up the idea about 

a common European project with political, legal, economic and cultural integration.  

 

Chris Shore’s book Building Europe: Cultural Politics of the European Integration 

discusses how the European Union uses culture as a tool for further integration.71 Shore 

stresses that the greatest obstacle for the European integration is the lack of legitimacy 

and political identification among the citizens.72 According to Shore, “the credibility 

and authority of the European Union’s supranational institutions […] rests upon their 

claim to represent the ‘European interest’ over and above that of the individual member 

states”.73 There is a political need to prove the legitimacy of this transnational 

governance behind the European Unions’ attempt to foster a European identity.74 It 

must be clear whom the European Union represents. A European public have to be 

created both in order to be able to foster the awareness of the ‘European idea’ among 

the ‘peoples of Europe’ and to gain legitimacy and support for the EU.75 

 

The problem of legitimacy has turned the European Union towards a politicization of 

culture in the EU.76 Identity-formation and so-called culture building have become parts 

of the European idea.77 This integration was earlier seen as a by-product of legal and 
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economic measures but is today recognized as a cultural process of its own.78 The 

Maastricht Treaty from 1992 is used as one of the starting points for Chris Shore’s 

book.79 This Treaty on European Union “marks a new stage in the process of creating 

an ever closer union among the peoples of Europe, in which decisions are taken as 

closely as possible to the citizen.”80 In order to live up to this, the EU is obliged to reach 

out to its citizens and engage them in the union. This requires the citizen’s 

acknowledgment of the European idea.  

 

Johan Fornäs writes in his book Signifying Europe about the symbols utilized to identify 

the European idea.81 Symbols work as tools to create a shared identification and form 

communities.82 The European state-like political symbols, for example the flag or the 

currency, aim at providing an identity and represent shared values.83 The European 

symbols signify the community of Europe.84 Fornäs quote in his book Chris Shore, who 

summarises how the European symbols create meaning to the political community: “It 

is only through symbols that the meanings and ‘reality’ of ideas such as ‘state’, ‘nation’, 

‘citizenship’ and ‘Europe’ itself can be rendered tangible and comprehensible.”85 The 

symbols do affect the publics’ thoughts about what Europe is.86  Fornäs argues that 

Europe indeed is a sociocultural construction that is more of a project than a fixed 

empirical fact.87 The official EU symbols, which will be further elaborated in the next 

chapter, derive from the European Union’s will to involve the people in building this 

community.  

 

The European symbols all together aim to express values of togetherness and European 

cultural integration. Shore means that symbols are a base for culture and tell people 
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about which structures that unite and divide.88 Fornäs holds the similar standpoint that 

symbols have a uniting nature and influence.89  

 

However, the symbols alone cannot be the only ground for the shared European identity 

that the EU finds necessary for its political, economic and institutional support.90  

It is important for the European Union to gain the public’s interest in the European idea 

and build a community around it. EU’s most observable occasion for general 

participation, the European elections, has not succeeded in gathering the European 

citizens. The citizens have not “embraced the ‘European idea’ in the way that was 

hoped for.”91  

 

 

2. 2. Fostering a European public 

 

Shore means that EU’s democratic deficit is a result of cultural deficit visible in the fact 

that there is no clear European public.92 The European Union does not have one 

common culture within the Union that gathers the citizens.93 Consequently, neither a 

shared identity is evident. Therefore, the European Union seeks to turn the citizens into 

Europeans.94 Ever since the Declaration on European Identity from 1973 the European 

Union has tried to define the European identity. One way, initiated from the EU level, to 

make the citizens formal Europeans was by introducing a European citizenship. In 

1993, through the Maastricht Treaty (the same treaty stating the new ever closer union), 

citizens of EU member states became “Citizens of the Union” and a legal version of 

European citizenship was realized.95 However, this was more or less received with lack 

of interest.96 The European Union consistently tries to encourage a European identity 

that goes beyond the legal citizenship and encourage engagement.  
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Anthony D. Smith’s article National identity and the idea of European unity rises the 

question what it really means to feel and be European.97 He divides the answer into two 

possible interpretations: One that ‘Europe’ and thus ‘European identity’ is the sum of 

various national identities and communities that are geographically designated to reside 

in the continent we call Europe and the other that ‘Europe’ and ‘European’ signify 

something beyond population and geographical space: “European experiences” with 

unique characteristics and qualities.98 Fornäs states that the name Europe is a very 

important symbol for identification.99 The name “Europe” is not an official symbol of 

the EU but it is charged with different associations.100 The shared European institutions 

enhance Europe’s status as a relevant concept.101 Collective cultural identity can be 

defined as a sense of being part of a population with shared memories of the past that 

believe in a common destiny for their unit and culture.102 Some mean that Europe can 

achieve an identity based on the shared history if it “shows itself capable of producing a 

collective interpretation of those experiences – which are not simply ‘there’ but must be 

kept alive in people’s minds.”103 The European Union presents the collective 

community building as the common European experience. 

  

 

2. 3. Constructing a European public sphere 

 

Fornäs stresses that the collective European identity is formed only gradually and that 

the public sphere is necessary for democratic involvement.104 The article Myth of 

Postnational Identity: Popular support for European Unification written by Mathieu 

Deflem and Fred C. Pampel further discusses how treaties and policies produced on 

EU-level are not enough for successfully bringing about the unification of Europe – of 

big importance is the support for such a project among the citizens of the member 

states.  
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Referring to Jürgen Habermas arguments the authors explain, “the survival of 

democratic political systems […] rests on popular legitimation in the cultural sphere”.105  

The cultural sphere applies to the general concept of a public sphere, which can be 

explained as the “social room that is created when individuals deliberate on common 

concerns” and “where the civil society is linked to the power structure of the state”.106 

The presumption that a viable public sphere is necessary for a functioning democracy 

connects directly to the questioning of the European Unions legitimate existence.107  

 

The efforts from the EU-level to gather the citizens’ support and as a consequence 

encourage their partaking in EU affairs have been proved not enough. Involving the 

citizens of the member states in the European idea has become essential for the 

European Union. The community building takes place within the public sphere and this 

is also where the EU can reach the public.  

 

One conceptualization of the European public sphere is based on the “Europeanization”, 

meaning the increasing EU participation in and organization of national domains such 

as institutional, policy and interest issues.108 The Europeanization also comprises the 

impact this development has on citizenships and national identities.109  

 

Radaelli defines Europeanization as a: 

 
“process [...] of formal and informal rules, procedures, policy 
paradigms, styles, “ways of doing things”, and shared belief, and 
norms which are first defined and consolidated in the making of EU 
public policy and politics and then incorporated in the logic of 
domestic discourse, identities, political structures, and public 
policies.”110  
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Principally this describes how the European Union can influence a national public 

sphere to change towards a European one and how these changes affect the European 

citizens making them identify with being part of the European idea.  

 

 

2. 4. CHAPTER 2 SUMMARY 

 

The development of the European idea involves a political side and a cultural side. The 

European project of European integration through the European Union needs the 

concerned people’s support and participation in order to be truly democratic. The 

emphasis on the cultural aspect and on the public has evolved in relation to this need of 

legitimacy.  

 

EU’s furthering of the European idea has contributed to the formation of European 

identity. The European symbols are both cultural and political symbols for fostering 

both political awareness and cultural identity. What signifies a European identity seems 

to be somewhat vague and mostly refer to a public assembled together in sharing the 

general European idea of integration. For the European Union, establishing a European 

identity naturally entails supporting the European project. 

 

The involvement of the public is important for the legitimacy. The European integration 

between member states has come to also include the integration between the union and 

the citizens and among the citizens themselves, essentially by gathering a European 

public in a public sphere. In conclusion, the European Union tries to further the 

European idea by creating a European public and by fostering a European public sphere. 
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CHAPTER 3:  PUBLIC COMMUNICATION OF THE EU 

 

This part will demonstrate the link between the European idea and the public 

communication as well as the close interrelation between the democratic deficit and 

communication efforts. The following text is an elaboration of the preceding chapter, 

which discussed the entity of the European idea, as the public communication deals 

mainly with promoting this idea to the citizens. Public communication is further used as 

a method for the European Union to meet the democratic deficit and gain support for the 

European project. This chapter introduces how EU’s general public communication 

operates in the public sphere: It discusses the ways in which the European Union is 

“branding” Europe and its people.  

 

 

3. 1. Communicating the European idea to the public 

 

The European Union engages in presenting and communicating the European idea to 

the public. The EU’s public communication has developed from being top down to 

more citizens oriented.  

 

Communication is indeed a prioritized area for the European Union. Chiara Valentini 

and Giorgia Nesti mean in their book The Public communication in the European Union 

that this leads back to the integration project and the Union’s strive towards a more 

democratic and united supranational Union.111 According to the aforementioned book 

communication is a means to educate people about the union and engage them in the 

same: 

  

“Communication cannot make the European Union (EU) function 
better, nor solve its economic, social, political and environmental 
problems. However, it helps raising awareness and mobilizing 
people. Communication can be a leading tool for enhancing identity, 
integration, respect and democracy.”112 
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The public communication of the European Union has, mirroring the development of 

the European idea, come to involve the public and identity building in the realization of 

the European project.  

  

In 1984, the European Council created a committee in order to further the union’s (by 

then named EEC – European Economic Community) public image and to foster a 

European identity through a project called “A people’s Europe”.113 The outcome of their 

work mostly had a political focus as it included highlighting the benefits of the 

community’s activities and concerned the rules of free movement and related citizens’ 

rights.114 Special attention was also given to the community citizen’s political rights and 

participation by proposing a harmonized process for the European Parliament elections, 

greater transparency and the introduction of the European Ombudsman along with other 

measures such as putting forward freedom of speech.115 They also recommended 

collaboration between the Community institutions and member states in order to make 

available information on European integration and the overall Community activities.116 

The project had a clear cultural part, where the committee suggested improving the 

image and identity building by implementing the “symbols promoting the ‘European 

idea’”.117  

 

 

3. 1. 1. The Official EU symbols  

 

The European symbols are the visual aspect of the European public communication and 

have been kept as instrument to forward the European idea throughout the development 

of the European Union. They illustrate the concept of the European idea and contain a 

symbolic value of a European culture and identity.  

 

The official website of the European Union, whose web site address is simply 

“europa.eu”, lists the European symbols as the European flag, the European anthem (the 

Ninth Symphony by Beethoven), the Europe Day (because of the ideas for the European 
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Union presented by Schuman on the 9 May of 1950) and the EU motto (“United in 

diversity”).118 The Euro is also listed but a bit apart from the others.119 The website 

stresses the flag as the best known of the EU symbols.120 The description of the flag 

effectively presents the symbolic value the European Union aims to forward: “The 12 

stars in a circle symbolise the ideals of unity, solidarity and harmony among the peoples 

of Europe”.121 The explanation behind the motto also reveals the message of the 

European idea: “It signifies how Europeans have come together, in the form of the EU, 

to work for peace and prosperity, while at the same time being enriched by the 

continent’s many different cultures, traditions and languages”.122  

 

The 2004 draft Treaty establishing a Constitution for Europe did, beside trying to 

establish certain European values of humanism, specify the five European symbols to be 

the flag, the anthem of the Union, the motto, the currency and lastly, the Europe day.123 

These symbols – even though removed from the final version of the treaty – identify 

EU’s top-down designation of Europe as a political, cultural and economic unit.124 The 

treaty failed, but the symbols remain as they are still being used in many of the official 

documents as a tactic to politically label Europe’s destiny.125   

 

In the Lisbon Constitutional Treaty from 2007 the EU chose instead to establish and put 

forward the fundamental values of the European Union to be “respect for human 

dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human rights, 

including the rights of persons belonging to minorities.”126 The European Union strives 

to “promote peace, its values and the well-being of its peoples’” and this is also what 

they want their symbols to correspond to the public.127 Also in 2007, 16 member states 

did sign a declaration, appearing in the end of the Lisbon Treaty, stating that they will 

use the five symbols to “express the sense of community of the people in the European 
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Union and their allegiance to it”.128 The remaining countries were either uncertain about 

the new constitution or not so eager to assign European symbols, or both.129  

 

The European Parliament on the other hand, is in favour of an increased usage of the 

EU symbols and have expressed that they “are vital elements of any communication 

process” and “convey an emotional image of the underlying values of the organisations 

they represent”.130 In 2008, a greater part of the MEPs voted for continuing to employ 

the symbols.131  On the EU bodies’ use of European symbols, Fornäs states: “the EU 

institutions strive to establish official symbols that will serve as key symbols for 

European citizens”.132  

 

The symbols might not have a settled legal position, but they are nonetheless greatly 

recognized and used by the EU.133 They constitute a vital part in creating awareness and 

an identity for European Union as a political community.134 The European Union’s 

public usage of the political symbols can make people identify with the European 

project and the plan for a common future and also perceive EU as more legitimate.135 

The symbols can thus help EU foster a political identity and community among the 

public.136 The EU policies concentrate on the symbols’ contribution to the community 

building. Still, the symbols of the European Union have not succeeded in fully creating 

a shared interest for the EU among the public.137   

 

 

3. 2. Communication as a mean to generate engagement and support  

 

According to EU elites, the public’s disconnection from the EU illustrated by a low 

voting turn out is a result of a communication deficit.138 The democratic deficit above 
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established as partly a cultural deficit involves therefore a communication equivalent. 

The recent years’ communication efforts made by the European Union are direct 

counter actions to come to terms with the democratic deficit.  The European Union and 

European Parliament’s communication strategies, which will be further looked at in the 

next chapter, involve different channels, including interactive web based channels and 

public projects (programs, activities and events). The general objective of these 

communication measures is to build relationships with the public.  

 

The European Union’s unsuccessful attempt to establish a common constitution has 

shed light on the information and communication policies, especially when it comes to 

how the democratic legitimacy issue is affected by the public’s (absence of) 

participation in the EU policy-making.139  The EU and its integration project have 

always had some information and communication policy, but from 2005 onward it is an 

enforced institutional priority.140 The negative results in the 2005 referendum, where 

both France and the Netherlands voted no to the proposed common constitution, lead to 

a new focus on the necessity of public support for the integration project and how a 

better communication flow between the EU institutions and the citizens would help in 

this matter.141 To quote the, at the time, Swedish Commissioner Margot Wallström in 

2007: “[…] the European integration project cannot go ahead without wide public 

support. It must be a project which the citizens of Europe understand and in which they 

are actively involved.”142 As Wallström further stresses: “The people need to take 

ownership of the project and set the agenda. This can only come about if there is a real 

communication between the people and the policy-makers – and between the people of 

the twenty-seven EU countries”.143  

 

 

3. 2. 1. Communicating in a European public sphere  

 

The development of the European project and the European idea, together with the 

divergence shown in the democratic deficit, is the source of creating a European public 
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sphere. The European Union’s public communication is directly connected to the 

European public sphere, as this is where the EU wants to reach the citizens.  

 

Former research on EU communication has above all described the public sphere as 

where the political power and decisions are discussed, an arena for the building of the 

public opinion.144 Scholars have turned to apply the notion of the public sphere to 

explain how the European Union can improve its democratic status and communication 

is seen as the tool to reach and engage the citizens in EU-level decisions.145 It 

constitutes a link between the European institutions and the public.146 The solution to 

the communication deficit is, also according to EU elites, the reinforcement of a 

European public sphere where Europeans discuss “issues of common concerns for all 

Europeans”.147  

 

The public sphere figures as a central concept in the public communication of the 

European Union and plays an essential role in meeting the democratic deficit. A report 

from the European Parliament on how communication can facilitate citizen’s 

involvement in the EU calls it “a ‘European public sphere’ of debate”.148 To the EU, the 

public sphere thus designates the place where to build relationship with the citizens and 

have an informed discussion on the EU.  

 

The public communication of the European Union aims at furthering the political and 

cultural Europeanization. The symbols might be interpreted as tools for fostering the 

common pan-European public sphere in order to close the gap between the EU and the 

public, which is a long-time expressed objective in EU communication.149  However, to 

realise the EU-level produced top-down ideas and images about community building the 

involvement of the citizens is required. Generating participation through discussing EU 

affairs thus becomes an instrument to go from being public oriented on paper to ideally 

connect to the citizens in the society. EU’s public communication is now about 

communicating the European idea in a European public sphere, with the aim to engage 
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the citizens. In order to legitimate its existence, the European Union as an institution has 

to get through content to the people it claims to represent. The EU’s continuing 

fostering of a European public sphere is one way to include the public in the European 

experience. People voting in the elections would be a possible outcome of this.  

 

 

3. 3. Branding Europe  

 

Simultaneously to the above-presented development of the European Union’s public 

communication, a branding of the European Union and Europe has evolved. The 

European Union uses the symbols and other public communication measures as self-

promotion. As a result, they trademark European Union and Europe. The branding has 

been involved in the general public communication of the European Union and the 

European Parliament for quite some time. Already in 1993, after a re-examination of the 

EU information and communication policy, a committee led by the MEP de Clercq 

proposed a “more marketing-oriented approach” causing some debate.150 The report that 

stated “Europe should be promoted as a ‘brand product’” was found too business-

like.151 

 

Branding is in an online dictionary defined as following: 

 

“The process involved in creating a unique name and image for 
a product in the consumers’ mind, mainly through advertising 
campaigns with a consistent theme. Branding aims to establish a 
significant and differentiated presence in the market that attracts 
and retains loyal customer”.152 
 

Branding as such is not limited to physical brands and it often takes on a more 

interactive form. A near example is the advance of nation branding. Nation branding, 

the branding of a country, is a strategy and practice that by presenting a ”competitive 
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identity” can affect the public opinion and reach political goals.153 This is applicable on 

the European Union’s public communication course of actions to enhance EU’s status.  

The process of brand building is included in the general strategy and concept of a 

brand.154 It is about communicating the identity of a brand and preferably connecting it 

to the culture and values of the organization.155 Through using the nation-like symbols 

(the European flag, anthem and day), citizenship and the motto “Unity in diversity”156, 

the European Union has possessed and branded the idea of Europe and a European 

identity. The name of the continent Europe is connected to EU through the name of the 

European Union and in “EU-rhetorics”: what EU’s common voice means when talking 

about Europe is essentially the European Union, and what is European is connected to 

what is common to the EU citizens. This makes the name of Europe almost designating 

EU and vice versa. The European Union has somewhat claimed the label ”European” 

even though Europe is, of course, more than the EU project.  

 

The EU symbols have indeed had a central function in the branding process to put 

forward an image to raise the citizens’ awareness and support. Fornäs questions if the 

European Union can live up to the values they proclaim?157 The democratic deficit is 

surely an obstacle in this regard. 

 

Important for the brand building is to offer personal experience by involving the 

customer.158 The marketing of a brand today is to a large extent made up by having the 

public participate in the procedure (through actions in social media for example)159. 

Branding is not only about what an organisation constructs, presents and communicates 

but also how the public receives and reproduces these aims. Thus, the branding process 

is closely related to strategic communication and the European Union’s wish to connect 

to the people. Branding goes beyond visual representation and the values the symbols 
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represent. It is about the ongoing practice of incorporating these values among the 

public.  

 

Certainly, the European Union is not a brand like any else. First of all, the European 

Union is not a corporate brand or a commercial product, but all the same it carries 

values and causes that the European Union wants to communicate to the public. The 

branding process of the European Union is the self-presentation of EU/Europe as the 

political and cultural entity they wish for the citizens to identify with. It is foremost not 

a work of branding the European institutions as such, but rather a way of 

communicating their purposes to the public.  

 

When it comes to the European Parliament, branding is part of their communication 

strategy. In 2012, a contract was established with the advertising agency Saatchi in 

Brussels for a “redefinition” of the European Parliament’s so-called “brand identity”, 

including a new logotype.160 The agency engaged expressed that “the new visual 

identity will embody the values of the European Parliament, its mission and 

achievements, as a democratically elected institution at the service of all European 

citizens”.161 This reflects well the connection to the democratic deficit and the image 

desired by the European Parliament to be perceived as a legitimate organization. 

 

 

3. 3. 1. Enhancing Europeanness  

 

The branding of the European idea is essentially to be comprehended as the European 

Union’s work to endorse the ongoing process of Europeanization in the public sphere. 

Identity plays a great part in the EU communication and the European Union is also 

branding the public. Fornäs reasons that the EU’s usage of symbols aims to gather the 

citizens in Europeanness.162 Europeanness in turn can be seen as a reinforcement of the 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
160 Blogpost 12/06/2012. Saatchi Brussels signs for new visual identity European Parliament. 
http://www.saatchi.be/post/saatchi-brussels-signs-for-new-visual-identity-european-parliament/ (2015-05-
07). 
161 Ibid.!
162 Johan Fornäs, Signifying Europe. (Bristol: Intellect Ltd 2012), 82. 
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Europeanisation of the public sphere and deals with the identity shaping of Europe.  

Simply put, “Europeanness” means: “the quality or characteristic of being European”.163  

Putting forward ideas of what it means to be European through symbols and values 

illustrates this creation of Europeanness. The branding made by the EU aims at 

forwarding values into a so-called Europeanness. This Europeanness among the public 

is built up by both top-down (organizational efforts) and bottom-up strategies (citizens’ 

activities).  

 

EU’s top-down communication of a European culture targets its citizens and proposes a 

celebration of Europeanness. Fornäs states that “Official efforts to consciously and 

intentionally define Europeanness from the top down intersect with bottom-up 

signifying practices of multifarious kinds”.164 The European identifications that derive 

from daily contact between people are supported by the official EU symbols.165 The EU 

wishes for a living Europeanness within the European public sphere that motivates the 

public to engage in the EU, participate in the political elections and all in all support the 

European project.   

 

 

3. 4. CHAPTER 3 SUMMARY 

 

The different parts of this chapter are closely inter-related. The public communication 

has developed next to the democratic deficit and the lack of a common culture and 

identity. The democratic deficit has even been described as a communication one. The 

European Union’s public communication is about promoting the European project and 

furthering the European idea to the citizens to gain their support.  

 

The European Union’s public communication reflects the European idea’s focus on 

community building. The European symbols are visually communicating the European 

project and hold the symbolic value connected to the European idea. The symbols, 

however, are merely the visualisation of the European idea and the EU wants their 

communication to engage the public in debates and bring up activity. The European 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
163 http://www.yourdictionary.com/europeanness (2015-05-27). 
164 Johan Fornäs, Signifying Europe. (Bristol: Intellect Ltd 2012), 60. 
165 Ibid: 264. 
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Union believes that the public is to be reached in the European public sphere, which 

must be enhanced in order to legitimate and realise the European idea. 

 

The presentation of the European Union consists of branding of Europe and the citizens. 

This branding through public communication is used to influence people and foster 

Europeanness in the public sphere. The EU wants to bring the EU citizens together in 

commemorating this Europeanness by engaging in the Union. Europeanness has thus 

become an essence of both the European idea and EU’s public communication.  
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CHAPTER 4: METHOD OF THE STUDY 

 

The European Union’s multifaceted usage of strategic communication to further the 

European idea requires a comprehensive research technique. This chapter will explain 

why discourse analysis is an appropriate way to study strategic communication and why 

a historical approach is suitable when analysing the European Union’s public 

communication. Further it will present the outline of the empirical study and discourse 

analysis as well as give a general introduction to the empirical material.  

 

 

4. 1. A Critical Discourse Analysis 

 

The method used for this study is a qualitative Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). 

Discourse is described to be: “the place where language and ideology meet”.166 The 

method of discourse analysis is thus the study of this dimension.167 The discourse is 

composed of texts that can be written, oral and visual.168 CDA views discourse as a 

social practice that shapes and is shaped by the surrounding institutions and structures, 

as well as constitutes and transform situations, social identities and relationships.169 A 

discourse is a combination of actual wording and social exercises and connects 

language and symbols with practice.  A discourse analysis therefore examines what is 

said and how it is done.  

 

CDA is a suitable method for studying strategic communication, as discourses are part 

of an organization’s culture and self -presentation. The discourses are manifested in the 

texts produced by organizations – in this case public communication material. Scholars 

of the critical discourse analysis of today see the bigger discursive part of a text to be 

the fundamental element of communication.170 In discourse analysis, strategic 

communication is a linguistic pursuit with repetitive presentations that influences and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
166 Ruth Wodak, “Aspects of Critical Discourse Analysis”, (Zeitschrift für Angewandte Linguistik) vol. 
36, (2002): 23.  
167 Ibid.  
168 (Ed.) Michael Meyer and Ruth Wodak, Methods of Critical Discourse Analysis (Chapter 4 The 
Discourse-Historical Approach (DHA)). (London: Sage 2009), 89-90. 
169 Ruth Wodak, “Aspects of Critical Discourse Analysis”, (Zeitschrift für Angewandte Linguistik) vol. 
36, (2002): 7-8. 
170 Ibid: 6. 
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models the surrounding world.171 Communicative techniques and discourses are both 

used to define, establish and further images of reality.172 

 

The analysis will look into the discursive strategies that are used in the European 

Union’s public communication. Discourse strategies are the usage of certain words and 

statements that are value charged. The discourse strategies show how policies become 

deeds. In this study it is the practices involved in the construction of the European idea 

and in exercising the will to engage people (to vote) in the elections. 

 

 

4. 1. 1. A discourse-historical approach and Wodak’s model  

 

In Critical Discourse Analysis, the complete social-political and historical context of the 

discursive practices must be examined.173 The historical aspects of the European idea 

and the democratic deficit are crucial to understand the strategic communication of the 

European Union, and have thus been presented in prior to the empirical study.   

 

The Discourse-Historical Approach (DHA) takes into account both the effect of the 

organizations historical and sociopolitical change and the intertextual and 

interdiscursive nature of the discourses.174 Intertextuality means that individual texts are 

a part of a bigger context and discourse, and that their message refers to and is 

supported by other texts.175 Interdiscursivity is about how topics and subtopics build 

correlations between different discourses.176 DHA is a proper method for this study as 

the European Union’s public communication is made up of different messages 

reproduced within the institutional context of the EU. The messages are formed against 

the background of the union’s evolvement and challenges.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
171 (Ed.) Jörgen Eksell and Åsa Thelander, Kvalitativa metoder i strategisk kommunikation. 
(Lund: Studentlitteratur 2014), 127. 
172 Ibid: 135. 
173 Ruth Wodak, “Aspects of Critical Discourse Analysis”, (Zeitschrift für Angewandte Linguistik) vol. 
36, (2002): 12. 
174 (Ed.) Michael Meyer and Ruth Wodak, Methods of Critical Discourse Analysis (Chapter 4 The 
Discourse-Historical Approach (DHA)) by Martin Reisigl and Ruth Wodak). (London: Sage 2009), 90. 
175 (Ed.) Jörgen Eksell and Åsa Thelander, Kvalitativa metoder i strategisk kommunikation. 
(Lund: Studentlitteratur 2014), 131. 
176 (Ed.) Michael Meyer and Ruth Wodak, Methods of Critical Discourse Analysis (Chapter 4 The 
Discourse-Historical Approach (DHA)) by Martin Reisigl and Ruth Wodak). (London: Sage 2009), 90. 
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Ruth Wodak’s model for interdiscursive and intertextual relationships will be used as an 

analytical tool for the analysis:177 

 

 
 

This figure helps to sort out different texts and their respective discourses by classifying 

topics and their interrelation. The two big overlapping ellipses of discourses illustrate 

the interdiscursivity and arrows represent the intertextual relationships.178 The small 

ellipses are the genres of text and the topics that the texts refer to.179  The figure shows 

well how different texts and topics interplay within the discourses. The historical aspect 

is present through a time axis. 

 

 

4. 2. Outline of the empirical study 

 

In order to rightly highlight the message of the European Union’s public communication 

and find the discourses, the empirical chapter has two sections. The first part reviews 

three current EU and European Parliament documents on communication strategies and 

planning. The second part encloses a discourse analysis of the operational actions of 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
177 http://www.researchgate.net/publication/251636976_The_Discourse-
Historical_Approach_%28DHA%29 (2015-10-01). 
178 (Ed.) Michael Meyer and Ruth Wodak, Methods of Critical Discourse Analysis (Chapter 4 The 
Discourse-Historical Approach (DHA)) by Martin Reisigl and Ruth Wodak). (London: Sage 2009), 92. 
179 Ibid. 
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EU:s and EP:s public communication. The total empirical material will be examined in 

the light of the previous chapters.  

 

 

4. 2. 1. The empirical material  

 

The presentation of the strategic documents will be used as a framework for the whole 

empirical chapter. The White Paper on a European Communication Policy and the notes 

to the members of the bureau on “Updating Parliament’s communication strategy” and 

“Action Plan for the implementation of Parliament’s updated communication strategy 

2011-2014” give an overview of the actual public communication strategies of the 

European Union and the European Parliament.   

 

The documents constitute a bridge between the previous theoretical chapters and the in-

depth analysis as they are fairly recent and comprehensive policy papers with general 

recommendations on what and how the EU should communicate. The reading of these 

documents concentrates on the presentation of the European idea and the measures 

currently being taken in order to come to term with the democratic deficit. 

 

Since the aim of this study is to connect the strategic planning with the message figuring 

in the operative part of EU’s public communication, the empirical study will include 

public customized material.  The discourse analysis will therefore be done on part of the 

European Parliament’s institutional information campaign of the 2014 European 

elections.  

 

The main themes of the campaign are established to be the Economy, EU in the world, 

Jobs, Money and Quality of life. Therefore, the empirical material will include the 

leaflets about these five as well as the kick-off leaflet, the go-to-vote leaflet and the post 

election leaflet. The three last ones contribute with a more overall image of the 

presentation and campaign message.  

 

The folders for the study are downloaded in electronic form from the official European 

Parliament webpage. Other texts produced for this campaign (such as web sites, videos 

and posters) will not be included in this study. The study will neither go in-depth in the 
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photos illustrating the leaflets, just briefly describe them as a visual context. The 

selection of the leaflets is representative for the whole information campaign. They 

contain the themes and represent the core components of the campaign. In addition, they 

are chronological and illustrate the cycle of the campaign. The chosen amount of 

material further suits the limited scope of this thesis and the in-depth qualitative 

approach to the analyzed texts. Apart from being central material to the campaign, the 

leaflets are suitable for this study because they are easily accessed and easy to digest for 

the general public, thus giving the opportunity to get a clear picture of the campaign as a 

whole. In other words, they are suitable for identifying discourses.  

 

In a critical discourse analysis with a discourse-historical approach, the context is of 

great importance. Discourses have different “fields of actions” where they operate.180 A 

discourse can move from one area to another and be spread among different fields.181 

Referring to Martin Reisigl’s categorisation of fields of action, the public 

communication of the European Union is naturally to be placed under the “field of 

political action”.182 Within the field of political action, the strategic communication 

policy documents fall under “Lawmaking procedures” with suitable subgenres such as 

“regulations” and “guidelines”.183 The election campaign leaflets fall under the field of 

action “Political advertising” and the fitting subgenre “election brochure”.184  

 

 

4. 2. 2. The discourse analysis 

 

The discourse analysis will be done in order to answer to the original research question: 

“How does the European Union and European Parliament tackle the democratic deficit 

through strategic communication?”. The general goal is to examine how the European 

Union and the European Parliament present themselves, the elections and the act of 

voting. This will be done by a comprehensive study to discover the discourses that 

flourish in the empirical material.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
180 (Ed.) Michael Meyer and Ruth Wodak, Methods of Critical Discourse Analysis (Chapter 4 The 
Discourse-Historical Approach (DHA)) by Martin Reisigl and Ruth Wodak). (London: Sage 2009), 90. 
181 Ibid. 
182 Ibid: 90-91. 
183 Ibid: 91.  
184 Ibid. 
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Based on Wodak, the discourse analysis will be conducted by finding discourses, sub-

topics and determine their interrelation. The discourse analysis will be done on the 

premise of openness before what the texts will reveal. The initial step is to detect 

language (symbols and words) that define the discourses and then continue to study how 

different discourses relate to each other.  

 

The analysis will start on the text level to find statements that construct discourses and 

then move on to the discourse level, where macro themes will be evaluated. The 

summary of the strategic communication documents and the presentation of each 

campaign leaflet are followed by observations and comments. Initially to determine the 

discourses in the policies and further to see how these are incorporated in the campaign. 

The leaflet’s headlines will be highlighted and some lines representative for each leaflet 

will be directly quoted, as well as key words and key expressions. The analysis contains 

a thorough presentation of the discourses constructed in the campaign’s usage of a 

certain language.  The different sub-topics will be listed under respective main 

discourses. Moreover, all the key words and key expressions will be sorted in the 

categorisation of the different discourses and topics to show how the text in the leaflets 

constructs the discourses.  

 

Finally, a simplified (because of this study’s scope and empirical material) version of 

the Wodak model will be used to explain how the main discourses and sub-topics work 

together as a network.  

 

 

4. 3. Limitations and disclaimers  

 

The whole study – from background to findings – is based on and revolves around the 

hypothesis that the democratic deficit influences the European Union’s presentation of 

the European idea.  

 

Throughout this paper the public is a present component but the research centres on the 

EU-level and on top-down communication – from the organisation to the public. The 

empirical study is done on the EU produced material. The analysis does not examine the 

distribution and/or reception of the campaign material. This study will not look at 
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different communications channels. However, it should be mentioned that new 

technology, websites, media relations, information offices etc. play a big role in the 

communication work of the EU and details about these measures are to a great extent 

covered in the strategic documents, especially in the White Paper on Communication.  

 

Finally, the study will not take into account evaluations of eventual results of the EU’s 

public communication. The Eurobarometer185 for example would not answer the 

research question of this paper, but the very fact that the surveys exist proves that the 

European Union is interested in the citizens’ opinions, their perception of the EU and 

eventual acknowledgement of a common European identity.  

 

 

4. 4. CHAPTER 4 SUMMARY 

 

A discourse analysis with a discourse-historical approach is a proper method for this 

study because it considers both the context of counteracting the democratic deficit and 

the details of the specific public communication materials.   
 

The empirical study is done on two types of EU produced material: firstly a review of 

EU and EP documents on strategic communication and secondly analysis of central 

folders from the European Parliament’s election campaign of 2014. The analysis of the 

strategic document is to be regarded as a background for the thorough discourse 

analysis on the leaflets. The presentation of the strategic communication guidelines 

supports the following systematic analysis of the election campaign leaflets.  

 

Wodak’s figure for a critical discourse analysis that takes into account interdiscursivity 

and intertextuality will be used as a model for the analysis. The content of the leaflets 

will be narrowed down to discourses and subtopics. The discourse analysis will be 

conducted to identify the discourses in the empirical material, connect them to the 

theoretical chapters and find answers to how the democratic deficit is reflected in the 

2014’s institutional campaign.  

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
185 Surveys conducted by the European Union, which gather information about the citizens of Europes’ 
attitudes towards the attempts made of bringing the EU closer to them. (Stefania Panebianco, Who are the 
Europeans now? (ed.) Edward Moxon-Browne, (Hants: Ashgate 2004), 18).  
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CHAPTER 5: EMPIRICAL STUDY AND DISCOURSE ANALYSIS 

 

5. 1. COMMUNICATION STRATEGIES OF THE EUROPEAN UNION  
  

This chapter presents current communication work of the European Union and this first 

part constitute a foundation before looking at the outcome of the strategies behind the 

European elections 2014 campaign. The goal is to outline the focus of the EU’s public 

communication by highlighting three different documents containing communication 

strategies used by the European Commission and the European Parliament. This section 

concentrates on the general message and the overall methods in these strategies. It aims 

at finding the discourses produced in the communication plans and actions.   

 

 

5. 1. 1. The European Commission’s communication strategies  

 

A fact sheet concerning the communication policy of the European Union explains that 

there is no particular provision in the Treaties stating a communication policy for the 

European Union.186 Instead the principle to communicate derives from the obligation to 

explain EU’s work and the European integration overall to the public which in turn has 

its legal ground in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU assuring citizen’s right 

to information on EU issues.187 However, the European Commission has introduced 

several policy papers on communication policy since 2005, proving its importance.188   

 

The European Commission is the principal executive body of the European Union that 

manages the EU’s policies.189 The Commission’s Directorate General Communication 

is the instance responsible for the general communication strategies of the European 

Union.190 They perceive themselves as ”custodian of the European idea” and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
186 Fact Sheets on the European Union, Communication policy. 
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/aboutparliament/en/displayFtu.html?ftuId=FTU_5.13.8.html (2015-05-
28).!
187 Ibid. 
188 Ibid. 
189 Simon Hix and Bjorn Hoyland, The political system of the European Union, (Basingstoke, Hampshire: 
Palgrave 2011), 8. 
190 Asimina Michailidou, ”’Constitutionalisation’ of the European public sphere- EU public 
communication, institutional culture and civil society” (International Research Network in European 
Political Communications, Working Paper Series Issue 16/08, 2008: 6) (http.eurpolcom.eu). 
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”conscience of Europe”.191 The European Commission has, during the last two decades, 

increased its communication activities in order to create and promote a dialogue 

between the EU institutions and the citizens of the EU.192  

 

 

5. 1. 1. 2. The White Paper on a European Communication Policy 

  

In 2006, the Commission presented the “White Paper on a European Communication 

Policy”.193 The document is a communication strategy consisting of a comprehensive 

guide with the reasons behind, the set-up, objectives and target audiences. The policy’s 

idea is to come to term with the fact that the development of the European integration 

and its increased affects on citizens has not been properly communicated to them and 

thus caused a gap between the EU and the public.194 The main solution to this is 

identified to be dialogue-fostering actions and activities.195 This is believed to also 

facilitate the formation of a European public sphere.196  

 

Already the headline of the introduction, “’Closing the gap’”, recognizes and refers to 

the old problematic of a distance between the EU and the public.197 The communication 

(“Europe’s communication with its citizens” as the text says) is behind in dealing with 

this.198 The introduction moreover states that “Communications is essential to healthy 

democracy” meaning that the European Union needs informed and participating citizens 

in order to form a democratic entity.199 Further, it is stressed that “Communication can 

never be divorced from what is being communicated” to underline that it is necessary 

for the EU to fulfil people’s expectations and deliver politically for the communication 
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191 Cris Shore, Building Europe The Cultural Politics of the European Integration. (New york: Routledge 
2000), 5. 
192 (Ed.) Chiara Valentini and Giorgia Nesti, Public Communication in the European Union – History, 
Perspectives and Challenges. (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing 2010), 67. 
193 Commission of the European Communities. White paper on a European Communication Policy 
(presented by the Commission). Brussels, 2006. 
194 (Ed.) Chiara Valentini and Giorgia Nesti, Public Communication in the European Union – History, 
Perspectives and Challenges. (Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing 2010), 36. 
195 Ibid. 
196 Ibid. 
197 Commission of the European Communities. White paper on a European Communication Policy 
(presented by the Commission). Brussels, 2006: 2.  
198 Ibid. 
199 Ibid. 
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policy to work.200 However, actions in the communication field are still considered 

required.201 

 

The agenda of the White Paper is more than the action plan for the Commission itself, it 

strives to include the other EU institutions and the government on every levels, parties 

as well as the civil society organisations in the member states in a long-term 

perspective.202 The focal aim of the Commission’s communication strategy (the White 

Paper) is: 

 

“to propose a way forward and to invite all these players to 
contribute their ideas on how best we can work together to close 
the gap. The result will be a forward-looking agenda for a better 
communication to enhance the public debate in Europe.”203   

 

The White Paper on a European Communication Policy is divided into two parts: 

“Putting communication at the service of citizens” and “Taking work forward”.204 The 

first part deals with the Commission’s vision for the communication policy and the 

second presents the main areas for implementation.205 

 

Part one talk about a “’communication gap’” between the EU and the public.206 A new 

approach is introduced with the aims to take the communication work from being 

Brussels concentrated and one-way focused on informing the public about what the EU 

does, to become more decentralised and foster dialogue.207 The earlier communication 

is perceived as too institution-centred and the new is presented as citizen-centred where 

citizens discuss EU and are heard by the EU.208  
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200 Commission of the European Communities. White paper on a European Communication Policy 
(presented by the Commission). Brussels, 2006: 2. 
201 Ibid. 
202 Ibid: 2-3. 
203 Ibid: 2. 
204 Commission of the European Communities. White paper on a European Communication Policy 
(presented by the Commission). Brussels, 2006. 
205 Ibid: 3. 
206 Ibid: 4. 
207 Ibid. 
208 Ibid. 
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This first part of the White Paper on a European Communication Policy has a whole 

section devoted to the concept of a European public sphere.209 The right to vote in the 

European elections is described as a political right linked to a European dimension.210 

The document points out that citizens in Europe mostly exercise political rights and take 

in related knowledge on a national or local level, making the public sphere dealing with 

European matters a highly national one.211 According to the Commission, this lack of a 

common public European sphere has alienated citizens from the European institutions 

and there is no place for a European debate.212 Besides the opportunity to vote in 

European elections people feel there is basically nowhere to have their voices heard.213 

The Commission proposes that Europe must “find its place in the existing national, 

regional and local ‘public spheres’”.214 Further, the Commission calls for giving the so-

called European dimension more space in the national debate to add credibility.215 

Public actors on national levels have responsibility to enlighten the public on EU 

policies and impact, but the strategy is that EU work together with them and the civil 

society to strengthen Europe’s place in the public sphere.216 

 

The second part of the White Paper outlines the plan to put the new communication 

policy into action. The Commission presents five fields for action: “Defining common 

principles”, “Empowering citizens”, “Working with the media and new technologies”, 

“Understanding European public opinion” and “Doing the job together”.217 

 

The “common principles” set by the Commission are the following: “The right to 

information and freedom of expression” (as they are fundamental to democracy in 

Europe), “Inclusiveness” (meaning access to information, especially for people that can 

undergo exclusion from the public sphere, for example minorities or disabled citizens), 

“Diversity” (respect must be paid to different backgrounds and views among the public 
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209 Ibid: 4-5. 
210 Ibid: 4. 
211 Ibid. 
212 Ibid: 4-5. 
213 Ibid: 5. 
214 Ibid. 
215 Ibid. 
216 Ibid. 
217 Ibid: 5-11. 
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and in debates), “Participation” (the citizen’s rights to express opinions, be listened to 

and take part in dialogues with those in power).218  

 

“Empowering citizens” is about the European public receiving information and 

contributing their views.219 Three goals are outlined: “Improving civic education” (both 

the responsibility of each member states and the aim of different EU projects such as 

Erasmus, to nurture the “European dimension”), “Connecting citizens with each other” 

(for example through forums for debate on European matters and different EU programs 

that organize European citizens), “Connecting the citizens and public institutions” 

(diminish the gap between the EU citizens, the EU and their representatives by being an 

available union connected to institutions of other levels).220 

 

“Working with the media and new technologies” advocates increasing media coverage 

of European matters.221 The media is indeed a key-player in the communication strategy 

of the EU and three aims are noted for the media-relations: “Giving Europe a human 

face” (the lack of distinguished public identity calls for emphasizing human interests to 

the disseminated information), “the national, regional and local dimension” (involving 

information on European questions on these levels maintain the “European dimension”), 

“exploiting the potential of new technologies” (work with the new information and 

communication technology with inequalities in mind).222 

 

“Understanding European public opinion” emphasizes that the use of tools to observe 

and analyse attitudes (for example the Eurobarometer) are especially vital when the 

public do not always participate in classic politics such as voting in elections.223 

 

“Doing the job together” promotes the creation of a functioning European public sphere 

with the key actors: the Member States, EU institutions, actors on the regional and local 

levels, political parties and civil society organisations.224 
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221 Ibid: 8. 
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The text concludes with requesting the view of the partners and key actors on “how best 

to connect and communicate”.225 Follow through in “Communicating Europe”, as the 

document calls it, is a joint work among the Community institutions in the EU and 

authorities on the national, regional and local level.226 The Commission’s task is to 

create the framework for and organize the activities.227  

 

 

5. 1. 1. 3. Observations and comments 

 

The Commission lays the ground for the communication strategies in the White Paper 

on Communication when stating the importance of employing better communication to 

come to terms with the distance between the citizens and the European Union. The 

repetitive “Closing the gap” summarizes the current public communication policies of 

the EU. This gap between the European Union and the citizens is even called a 

“communication gap”. The purpose of the strategies is thus to bring the EU and the 

citizens closer. The document reveals that the main communication message is to 

encourage participation. The communication strategies are as much about involving the 

citizens and the civil society as they are about informing about EU. There is a 

concentrated emphasis on encouraging the public’s own activity. The document 

expresses the democratic importance of functioning communication and active debates. 

 

 

5. 1. 2. The European Parliament’s communication strategies 

 

The European Parliament welcomed the Commission’s white paper on communication 

(although not without some remarks) in their resolution.228 They expressly endorsed 

having communication as its own policy.229 The Parliament affirmed the creation of a 

European public sphere but emphasized a wish for it to be a communication sphere that 
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225 Ibid: 13. 
226 Ibid: 12, 16. 
227 Ibid: 16. 
228 European Parliament resolution on the White Paper on a European communication policy 
(2006/2087(INI), http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&reference=P6-TA-2006-
0500&language=EN&ring=A6-2006-0365 (2015-05-28). 
229 Ibid. 
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works in conjunction with the national ones.230  However, the European Parliament has 

its own communication documents. The fact sheet on EU communication states that the 

European Parliament, being the directly elected institution of the Union, representing 

the citizens, is highly accountable for communicating with the citizens about Europe 

and meeting their interest in the same.231 In the light of the Lisbon Treaty strengthening 

the European Parliament’s status, undertaking initiatives to underpin the relation 

between EU and the citizens through communication has been vital and frequent.232 To 

come to terms with the decreased participation in the European elections despite the 

increased power of the European Parliament, the Internet has been especially used to 

connect to the citizens during election years.233  Overall, it lies in the European 

Parliament’s own interest to develop communication strategies and policies to deal with 

the existing EU scepticism among the EU citizens.234  

 

The communication of the European Parliament is managed by the Directorate-General 

for Communication whose task is to make certain that information about the 

parliament’s work is spread (in different ways and by different means) among the 

public, the media and opinion leaders.235 The Bureau (of the European Parliament) is 

the authority that plans the rules, the budget and altogether is responsible for the 

administrative and internal running of the European Parliament.236  

 

The European Parliament’s note to the Bureau on the subject “Updating Parliament’s 

communication strategy” from 2010 (presented next) establishes that the function of the 

DG Communication is:  
 

“to provide impartial and accurate information about the Parliament’s 
role and activities to a wide audience – including communication 
professionals – in both centralised and de-centralised contexts, 
reflecting the institution’s political nature and increased powers, with 
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the aim of bringing EU policies and politics closer to EU citizens and 
raising awareness in preparation for the 2014 elections”.237  
 

A second note to the bureau, on the subject “Action Plan for the implementation of 

Parliament’s updated communication strategy 2011-2014” (from 2011), will be 

presented further below. This document contains the planned communication efforts 

towards the European elections campaign of 2014.  

 

 

5. 1. 2. 1. Updating Parliament’s communication strategy 

 

The European Parliament maintains in the document “Updating Parliament’s 

communication strategy” from 2010 that the Lisbon Treaty’s empowering of the 

European Parliament has made the political nature of the institution clearer.238 

According to the Parliament, the new communication policy needs to mirror the 

augmented power and have the goal to move EU policies and politics closer to the EU 

citizens.239 The strategy involves drawing attention to political debates that centre on the 

significance of the entire political setting of the European parliament, further contacts 

with communication partners and media, being more visible to the public and 

institutions and foster engagement among EU-citizens.240  

 

The update on the communication strategy furthermore talks about the increasing “gap 

between EU citizens and the European Union”.241 The problem of being perceived as a 

complex and complicated institution is connected with what the document describes as 

“multiple deficits”, referring to a popularity deficit, information deficit and voter 

turnout-deficit.242 This makes European integration both a communication and political 

challenge.243  
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For the European Parliament, efficient communication is one way to link MEPs to 

voters.244 In its entity, the updated communication plan of the European Parliament 

involves three designated main projects: “Consolidation Parliament’s role in a new 

media marketplace”, “rising to the future challenge facing the European Parliament 

Information Offices” and “providing better services to the public”.245  

 

One of the European Parliament’s main communication concerns is expressed to be to 

lift “its profile and enhance its credibility and familiarity to EU citizens”.246 The 

communication strategy of the DG COMM (abbreviation of Directorate-General for 

Communication) is highly service-oriented.247  A lot of efforts are put in media relations 

and producing own content and coverage, such as the web television EuroparlTV.248 

Another focus is event-based communication and information campaigns to promote the 

work of the European Parliament, for example the European Citizen’s Prize.249 The DG 

COMM provides different services to both MEPs and the Public with the aim of better 

connecting with the EU citizens, be it organizing press conference and visits or 

monitoring public opinions.250 Further, each member state has an Information office that 

organizes local, regional and national activities aimed at the media and the public.251 

The DG COMM calls this a “decentralised approach to communication”.252 The 

objective for the European Parliament information offices is to promote the EP and its 

representatives and to offer information about the institution and its policies and how 

they affect the daily life of the citizen.253  

 

One paragraph in the “Updating Parliament’s communication strategy” document talks 

about the, then, upcoming elections of 2014. The importance of indentifying target 

groups in order to augment outreach is stressed.254 For the European Parliament 
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elections young people and women are pointed out as they have a general lower number 

of participation.255  

 

 

5. 1. 2. 2. Action Plan for the Parliament’s updated communication strategy 

 

The Parliament’s new updated communication strategy was adopted (by the bureau) in 

2010.256 In 2011, this was followed up by the “Action Plan for the implementation of 

Parliament’s updated communication strategy 2011-2014”. The action plan outlined by 

the European Parliament states “the strategy will use the necessary tools to build and 

maintain the image of the EP as a transparent democratically elected institution that 

represents the interest of the EU citizens”.257 The action plan is based on the idea that 

communicating the European Parliament involves MEPs, the media and citizens.258 The 

list of actions contain different ways to implement the communication strategy, for 

example more general such as “Highlighting the political nature of Parliament” and 

“Communicating the European Parliament’s values” and more direct measure about 

strengthening EP’s presence online and promoting different services and activities.259  

 

The action plan’s focus is “to build and maintain the EP’s reputation as a political 

institution responsive to the needs of its citizens”.260  Moreover, another crucial 

imperative is to promote that the EP affairs are “adding value at the European level”.261 

The EP aims to move the EU politics and policies nearer to the EU citizens by 

highlighting the political nature through putting forward debates and decision-

making.262 Communicating the values of the EP means for example campaigns about 

the EP’s stance and work for citizen interests such as human rights and cultural 

diversity.263  
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The DG COMM anticipated that these broad actions would inform citizens and increase 

participation and all together reach out to and engage the citizens before the 2014 

elections.264 The role of the DG COMM is therefore not only to inform on adopted 

legislation but also to constantly work for engaging the EU citizens and increase their 

interest for the politics.265 Communicating policies within the public sphere is 

mentioned as an important factor to achieve this.266  

 

 

5. 1. 2. 3. Observations and comments 

 

The European Parliament follows the European Commission’s aim to move the 

European Union and the public closer to each other. The strategies in the European 

Parliament documents are about how the EU can realise and maintain its connection to 

the public. The European Parliament focuses on putting forward how they represent the 

citizens and to involve the citizens in the European project. These communication 

strategies will help build the European public sphere, which is talked about as a 

“communication sphere” where the EU wants to connect to the citizens and enhance 

dialogues. The European Parliament’s role as the public‘s representatives is to continue 

this work by informing and activating the citizens through various communication 

projects – All to increase interest and engagement before the 2014 elections. The 

communication policies put emphasis on “highlighting the political nature of 

Parliament” and inform about the strengthened power through the Lisbon Treaty. The 

political emphasize includes communicating what is called “European Parliament 

values” (such as diversity and human rights).  

 

 

5. 1. 3. Mapping the discourses in the EU communication strategies 

 

The European Commission’s communication plan paints the bigger picture and aims of 

public communication, whereas the European Parliament documents contain the 

carrying out of the strategies. Common to all the strategic communication documents is 
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the will to engage the public and increase the visibility and presence of EU affairs in the 

daily life of the EU citizens. The communication strategies contain ways to create a 

relationship between the EU and the citizens and the activities presented are informative 

and outreaching. 

 

The ideas to reach the set communicative goals manifest three main discourses:  

 

• A discourse on togetherness and community 

The communication strategies aim to advance the process of identification among the 

EU citizens. They are used to construct unity and represent a discourse on togetherness 

and community. The two words in the White paper on Communication, “Inclusiveness”, 

and “Diversity”, clearly represent the discourse. This discourse carries an aspect of 

identity building as it includes the wish to enhance a public identity among the EU 

citizens by connecting them to each other and gathering them around their common 

cause (the EU).  

 

• A discourse on participation and involvement 

The communication measures are about connecting the European Union and the citizens 

by involving the civil society. A discourse on participation and involvement is present 

in all the documents as they focus on the citizens’ engagement in the EU. The White 

paper on Communication lists  “Participation” as an important factor. The strategies 

contain different ways to generate interest and activity around EU-affairs among the 

citizens. This shows for example in the idea about “Empowering citizens” and in the 

efforts made to facilitate for the publics’ commitments. Essentially it is also about 

influence the public enough to vote in the European elections.  

 

• A discourse on EU visibility 

The European Commission declares that the EU seeks to collaborate with key actors 

and organisations to give Europe space in the civil society. Incorporating a European 

public sphere in the already existing ones will create a “European dimension” that 

positions the important role of the European Union. This shows a discourse on EU 

visibility, which is an evident communicative endeavour throughout the documents. The 

European Parliament reinforces it by highlighting the political side and how it is 

“adding value at the European level”.  
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The three discourses overlap and together build the canvas of communicative goals and 

practice of the EU. Within this discursive network, togetherness and community 

contribute to the clear European dimension asked for and a more visible and active 

European level facilitates for and encourages more participation. The documents – like 

any other policy statements – operate on the border between speech and action: they 

realise the aforementioned discourses through strategic actions that create unity and 

political awareness among the citizens.  

 

 

5. 2. THE 2014 EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT ELECTION CAMPAIGN  

 

This section contains the discourse analysis of the European Parliament’s institutional 

information campaign of the 2014’s election – an example of a current European Union 

public communication measure. In the campaign material, the discourses move from the 

strategies’ regulations and guidelines into the election brochures. They are addressed to 

the public and communicate the, by then, up coming European Parliament elections. 

The folders contain the practical usage of language to realise the communication 

strategies and forward a concrete message to the public. The analysis of the leaflets thus 

examines how the communication tactics and discourses in the previous part are further 

actualised in the campaign. The study begins with a presentation of the campaign 

followed by a short introduction to the leaflets. 

 

 

5. 2. 1. The planning and launch of the campaign 

  

The Annual Activity Report 2013 by the DG COMM published in 2014267 talks about 

the effectuation of the election campaign. The work and services of the DG COMM in 

2013 were generally devoted to introducing this so-called institutional information and 

communication campaign.268 The European Parliament Directorate-General for 

Communication’s goal to inform about the EP and its political power played an extra 
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central role during the pre-election year of 2013.269 The Action Plan for 2011-2014, 

based on the updated communication strategy, has been the ground for the DG 

COMM’s work towards the 2014 elections.270 DG COMM ‘s core measures to reach 

out, inform and close the gap between EU and the citizens are perceived as preparation 

before the launch of the campaign for the European elections of 2014.271  

 

In 2012, the European Parliament closed a deal with a communication agency to 

organize the institutional information campaign.272 The Ogilvy Group in Belgium was 

the agency chosen to create this strategic framework.273 They explain their work with 

the European Parliament as to “promote awareness and understanding of the lawmaking 

institution through campaigns and events leading up to the 2014 European Elections” 

and to “develop a European-wide awareness campaign communicating on the European 

Parliament’s values”.274 Jeff Chertack, one of the responsible at the agency, expresses in 

a press release that the objective is “to educate and engage European citizens” and that 

they will use their “knowledge of how to engage citizen-consumers to build on the 

European Parliament’s existing communications efforts, resulting in greater 

understanding and shared vision”.275 In 2013, another contract was signed to realise the 

campaign.276  The DG COMM evaluated the greatest risk with the information 

campaign to be the reputational risk involved in being a campaign for people in 28 

different countries and in almost the same number of languages.277 Therefore, a 

comprehensive work has been put into avoiding this inconvenience by cautious 

planning and validation of every component of the campaign.278 

 

September 2013 was the official launch for the long-term (set out to continue until the 

new Parliament elects the new head of the European Commission) European Parliament 
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information campaign for the elections in 2014.279 The kick-off drew attention to the 

European Parliament’s new function because of the Lisbon Treaty.280  The European 

Parliament was content with the release, as they believed it raised awareness, reflected 

in the media coverage and activity on social media.281  

 

Parallel to the launch, the European Parliament opened up the so-called “Download 

Centre”, where the campaign material (in centre of this study) is available.282 During the 

last part of 2013, the thematic phase (which folders are about to be analysed) was 

realised by different events.283 

The 2013 report claims the campaign already by then had resulted in a higher level of 

understanding of EP’s role and powers.284 However, the European Parliament seems to 

hold the view that their campaign’s eventual success is not measurable by the actual 

votes in the elections, as they express that a high voter turnout is “essentially the 

reflection of the success or otherwise of the individual campaigns of the European 

political parties, not of the institutional and information campaign”.285  

 

 

5. 2. 2. The core idea of the campaign  

 

The communication campaign contains three main themes: “EP politics”, “policies” and 

“values”.286 These are developed in line with the political guidelines to be neutral and 

lay ground for the election campaign by the political parties and individual 

candidates.287 The focus of the campaign is to highlight the political nature of the 

European Parliament and the central message “This time it’s different” is based on the 

Lisbon treaty and the thus new gained power.288  
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The core concept of the campaign further contains a baseline of the words “ACT”, 

“REACT” and “IMPACT”.289 These value words aims to “establish the European 

Parliament as a recognised brand” for a period longer than 2014.290 These words 

appearing on the logo further aim to emphasise that the EU citizens can use the power 

of their vote to affect the future form of the EU.291  

 

The campaign is planned in four phases: the first starts with the launch and presentation 

of the “ACT. REACT. IMPACT”-baseline with the purpose to explain the EP’s power 

and effect on people’s life.292 The second phase goes from October to February 2013 

and presents the subjects: “the economy”, “jobs”, “quality of life”, “money” and “EU in 

the world”.293 This part with different political themes means to establish and 

communicate the political nature of the European Parliament and its importance and 

influence on everyday life.294 The third part’s  “go-to-vote”-campaign focuses on 

fostering activation among the public.295 From February onward this intense part of the 

campaign concentrates on the dates of the election (22-25 may).296 The fourth and final 

phase after the elections highlights the elected Parliament and the new commission and 

its president.297  

 

 

5. 3. Analysis of the election campaign leaflets 

 

The leaflets represent the different parts of the election campaign: The kick off, five 

themes, go to vote and post election phases. The sender of the leaflets is the European 

Union, in particular the European Parliament and the receiver is the European citizen – 

you. The sentence: “The European Parliament and you. Together we can act, react and 

make an impact” is used as ending and “catch phrase” of the Kick-off leaflet and each 

theme folders, together with, on all the leaflets, the “Act, React, Impact”-logotype (and 
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the website “www.europarl.eu” or “www.elections2014.eu” in capitals and the mention 

of the hashtag #EP2014).  The logotype also marks the right corner of every folder’s 

front pages with (except on the post election leaflet) a web address attached under it: 

www.elections2014.eu or www.europarl.eu.  

 

All the campaign leaflets are fairly similar in design, but there are differences in the 

layouts. The Kick-off leaflet has eight pages, including cover. The five themes leaflets 

(Economy, EU in the world, Jobs, Money, Quality of life) have four pages (with the 

exception of the Quality of life- and Money leaflet that has six) and include a front a 

spreading and a back. The Go to vote-leaflet contains six pages eight including front 

page and last page and the Post election leaflet has six pages including a three-page 

spreading and a front- and backside. The inside’s of each folder is filled with rather long 

texts accompanied by photos. 

 

5. 3. 1. The Kick-off leaflet 

 

This booklet was included in the so-called kick-off phase of the elections 2014 

campaign and is presented as an “explanatory leaflet”.298 Other examples of material 

integrated at this stage were posters, online banners and “a film depicting the tone of the 

campaign”.299  This study will not cover motion picture material, however it should be 

fair to say that all parts of the kick-off including the leaflet indeed sets the character of 

the following campaign.  

 

The front page starts of with the headline “So you think you have no power? Think 

again” printed against the backdrop of a satellite photo of Europe, followed by the 

(before mentioned) “European Parliament Election Slogan Logo”.  

 

The following pages cover the three verbs of the elections 2014 campaign slogan: 

“Act”, “React” and “Impact”. They are all making their own headline in capital letters. 

Each section contains the subtitle, also in capital letters, “This time it is different” 

along with a 10-13 lines long body text.  
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The first part, Act, is illustrated with a photo of a group of people standing against a 

wall and, as it seems, waiting for something. Some of them are carrying bags and/or 

folders. The text starts of by telling the reader about the rough period Europe is 

currently in, “For many people in Europe, these are hard times” and adds, “As time has 

changed, so have we”. The focus then shifts to emphasizing the power of the European 

Parliament and you, which it represents. “You can influence the decisions that touch 

your own life as well as the life of over 500 million people”. The message that your will 

power matters and that the European Parliament’s decisions are based on you 

summarize the next phrases. The final sentence return to the feeling of an us: “No, not 

everything can happen overnight, but one thing is for sure: together we can get it 

done.”  

 

The second division of text, under React, begins by furthering the idea of your possible 

influence: “You can make a real difference.” Next follows some examples on how this 

could be done, for example “Change what needs changing” and “Share your thoughts 

and react”. Then the text turns to state that “The European way is not about one vision 

or one goal; it’s about giving every opinion a fair chance”. The focal point of this part 

of the leaflet is how the European Parliament interrelates with and replies to the will of 

the public: “Our job is to listen to the multitude of voices in Europe and provide real 

answers”. A man using a megaphone illustrates the text. Behind him an unidentifiable 

workplace, it might be a pile of garbage or a construction site as you see a yellow work 

vehicle in the far end.  

 

The third part, Impact, talks yet again about power: “Through the European 

Parliament, you have more power than you think”. The headline “Impact” is 

accompanied with a photo of two little girls (or if it is a mirror) in some sort of sport or 

dance setting and one of them is looking directly in to the camera. The word impact also 

reoccur a couple of times in the text, with emphasise on how you can affect yours and 

other people’s (e.g. European citizens’) lives and future and how this is done together 

with the EP: “Not just to make a real different for you, but with* you” and adds “Today, 

tomorrow and the day after tomorrow”.  (*italic emphasise in original text) 

 

The last page contains, besides photo of a young man standing with walking poles 

looking out over a view, a summarizing text a bit longer than the previous ones. The 
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headline is “This time it is different: together we have more power to decide what 

happens in Europe”. The body text contains several repetitions from the three other 

parts but is more detailed. It talks about power, changes and challenges in the political 

context of the European Parliament, the elections and the EU. The term Europe is often 

used and the text talks about “us” as in European citizens. The two examples “The 

European Parliament now has more power, both to set the political direction of Europe 

and over the day-to-day decisions which affect us all” and “The changes made to the 

system were designed to ensure, that we, the citizens of Europe, have more to say over 

those choices. Not just when we go to the ballot box, but as decisions are taken, day in, 

day out” illustrates the core message of this text and the whole folder. It aims to tell the 

reader about the ongoing and developing process that is the political institution of the 

European parliament and the power involved. The last paragraph says: “The European 

Parliament and you. Together we can act, react and make an impact”. 

 

5. 3. 1. 1. Observations and comments 

 

Each part corresponds to and explains the core words of the campaign slogan: Act React 

Impact. This folder presents the core of this campaign’s strategy: to engage the citizen’s 

and emphasize that their participation means something. There is a general focus on 

power and impact (yours as a citizen and the European Parliaments’ as a political 

institution) to send out the message that this election is important.  The somewhat new 

power of the European Parliament permeates this leaflet with the repetitive “this time 

it’s different.”  

 

Key words: Europe, Difference, Together, Tomorrow, You  

Key expression: The European way, Citizens of Europe, The European Parliament 

now has more power, Together we have more power, You have more power 

 

 

5. 3. 2. The Economy leaflet 

 

The headline on the front page says, “Protecting the future, promoting growth”. This 

is accompanied by a photo of a man fixing gears on a bicycle, probably in some kind of 

bicycle shop as there are bikes hanging around in the background.   
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The text in the folder starts off with an ingress about how the economic crisis affected 

Europe. It tested “our” union, the text says, “But that union proved strong enough to 

stave off the worst”. Next the text stress that to some people in Europe, the 

economically hard time remains. The introduction continues by declaring that, “This is 

a time to help those in difficulties […] and build a firm basis for future economic 

security and growth” followed by “The European Parliament has been working hard 

on numerous initiatives to help Europe fight the crisis”.  The last sentence mentions 

EU’s focus related to the economic situation, for example safe banks and decreased risk 

in the financial sector.  

 

Three blocks of text follow under the headlines “Fighting the crisis”, “protecting the 

future” and “More benefits, better trade”. They all go more into details about what 

has been the focus for the EU institution when coping with the crisis.  

One example from the first part about growth and trade exemplify the content: 

“[…] significant measures have been taken to protect our small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) and increase their competitiveness, as the European Parliament 

believes that these companies play a crucial role in rebuilding the economy”.  The text 

further describes some new regulations for companies and how for example 

environmental and social issues will play a bigger part.  

 

The second section of text centres on the Eurozone crisis and the banks. It describes 

how the European Parliament tackles financial risk-taking by legislations. It also talks 

about safer banking for the citizen’s and support for SMEs and mentions several new 

requirements. The text ends with “Also noteworthy is the deposit guarantee scheme, 

another initiative the EP is currently fighting for. This scheme will protect citizen’s 

bank deposits up to EUR 100 000 and ease worries about the safety of our savings.” 

 

The third part of text focuses on consumer rights. The first sentence states, “One of the 

European Parliament’s main responsibilities is to protect and defend the right of all 

European citizens”. A link between boosting these rights and boosting trade follows. 

The rest of the text is about the work of the European Parliament to increase consumer’s 

rights and other related telecom and data reforms. 
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In the middle of these parts there are two photos of two men. One shows a man in a suit 

surrounded by computer screens and, far back, another male colleague. It looks like a 

work place that might be market-related. On the other picture a man, also in a suit, is 

twiddling and looking at his mobile phone. He is on the go in what looks like an 

airport/or train station. 

 

The headline of the last page is “Economy. Let’s get back to business”. The text is the 

same as the introduction from the download website: 

 
“The European Parliament’s mission is to protect and support each 
and every one of its citizens, both in times of prosperity and in the 
face of a challenge. Today, with the crisis as our backdrop, clear 
plans, strong measures and a firm hand are more crucial than ever. 
As we emerge from these difficult times, many important decisions 
as to where our economy is headed are still to be made. The 
European Parliament will make sure that we all get a say.”300 

 
 

5. 3. 2. 1. Observations and comments 

 

The folder takes its starting point in the economic crisis in Europe but the focus lies on 

the future of the economy. The economy leaflet goes into technicality to highlight 

processes and legislations by the European Parliament. The perspective is always how 

the European Parliament will help turn the economy around and safeguard our money.  

 

Key words: Europe, Crisis, Future, Growth, Security 

Key expression: All European citizens, The European Parliament’s mission is to 

protect and support, Help Europe fight the crisis, Our union, We all get a say 

 

 

5. 3. 3. The EU in the world leaflet 

 

The headline of the first page is “Acting within and beyond our borders”. The photo 

depicts a woman and a man holding, looking down and pointing at a binder. They are 

positioned against a colourful wall of mosaic. They are wearing some kind of work 
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uniforms with the European flag (or the ring of stars symbol) and name tags/access 

pass.  

 

The ingress in the “EU in the world”-leaflet’s spread is the same text as the introduction 

on the download website: 

  
“For many around the world, the EU is a model of solidarity, 
security, stability and political cooperation. Europe is also the 
world’s leading donor of development aid. This aid is just one of the 
ways in which the EU puts itself on the map as a major player in 
global affairs. Trade and partnership agreements are another 
example. Through these and other methods, the EU shares and 
spreads its values far beyond its borders, stands up for human rights, 
advocates environmental protection and helps to build good 
governance.”301  
 

This leaflet deals with EU’s relationship with the rest of the world and the different 

fields involved in this work. The following body text is divided into five parts with the 

descriptive headlines “Carefully considered agreements”, “Energy dependency”, 

“Human rights defenders”, “Responsible business & trade” and “Asylum”.  

 

The first part begins by stating, “EU countries speak as one”. The part talks about EU’s 

international agreements and the requirement of the European Parliament’s approval to 

go through. The text says this protects the citizen’s right more than earlier and gives 

example of a rejection. The part also contains more broad passages about EU’s role in 

the world such as: “In order to increase stability in and around Europe, the EU sets up 

partnership agreements and pushes for reform and democracy in neighbouring and 

possible future member states”.  

 

The second one take up the role of energy in trade and development as well as its cost 

and supply factors, also from a consumer’s perspective. The text states that “Solidarity 

between EU countries and a foreign policy dimension to its energy policy are vital to 

achieving this security of supply” and talks about the Transeuropean Energy Networks. 

The different measures in the field of energy within EU supported by the European 

Parliament are then further described.  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
301 Ibid. 
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The third section of text is devoted to the European Parliament’s work related to human 

right questions.  The paragraph emphasizes the big role of the European Parliament in 

this area and declares, “Democracy, freedom of speech, fair elections and the rights of 

the oppressed are key concerns”. The text further contains explanations on how 

resolutions highlighting human rights have lead to changes in some governments. 

Lastly, the annual Sakharov Prize for Freedom of Thought is mentioned, a prize given 

out by the European Parliament to people who defend “our fundamental values in tough 

circumstances”.  

  

The fourth part goes further into details on different commercial arrangements. The first 

sentence goes “The European Parliament watches over all business and trade 

agreements between the EU and other countries, making sure they are in line with the 

EU’s values and objectives”. The rest of the paragraph explains three cases where the 

Parliament stopped, approved or negotiated on agreements. 

The fifth and last section talks about the conditions regarding asylum. The first bit 

announce, “MEPs have worked over the past years on a more humane asylum policy, 

flanked by a more balanced burden sharing between member states to resettle asylum 

seekers”. The following text describes the European Parliament’s involvement in the 

asylum seekers situation. In the end, the Common European Asylum System is 

mentioned. 

 

In between the five sections there are two photos: One of a man in working clothes and 

a helmet fixing some sort of pipe construction, most likely a type of power plant. The 

other photo shows a group of men, probably refugees and possibly on a boat to Europe. 

They are cramped up and some of them are holding on to something.  

 

The backside of the folder contains the headline “EU in the world. Let’s globalise 

good governance”. A short text follows about how the European Parliament will help 

the citizens through changes and challenges and ends with: “We need to join hands and 

stand together in defence of our interests, our values, our beliefs, and our future”.   
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5. 3. 3. 1. Observations and comments 

 

This leaflet is charged with values that the European Union wants to be associated with. 

It talks about solidarity, democracy, citizen’s rights and human rights. The folder 

promotes and presents EU’s position in the world but concentrates on the work of the 

European Parliament. EU in the world is also about the relationship and matters 

managed in-between the EU member states. It is not until the end that the role of the 

citizens to make a difference is addressed.  

 

Key words: Democracy, Europe, Future, Our, Solidarity 

Key expression: EU’s values, Environmental protection, Citizen’s right, Human rights, 

We need to join hands and stand together  

 

 

5. 3. 4. The Jobs leaflet 

 

The front page of this leaflet contains the headline “Employment opportunities on 

your mind? Ours too” and a photo depicting two men working by some kind of 

machine. It might be in the food industry since they are wearing typical hygienic hats.  

 

The text on the inside of the folder starts of with this ingress:  

 
“Europe has seen a lot over the years. There have been ups and there 
have been downs. We are no strangers to tough challenges. 
Currently, employment is a major concern, with 26 million European 
citizens out of work. The equivalent of 11% of the working age 
population is facing hardship and uncertainty that ultimately affects 
us all. The European Parliament is working hard to play its part in 
tackling these problem.” 
 

The following quantity of text is divided into three parts with the headlines “Our youth 

of today are the spark of tomorrow”, “Feeling the positive impact of Erasmus+” 

and “The Globalisation and adjustment fund”.  

 

The first part is devoted to youth unemployment and the situation for young job seekers.  
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The text stresses, “Finding ways to improve their opportunities is vital for the European 

job market” and goes more into details about measure taken by the European 

Parliament called the Youth guarantee scheme.  

 

The next section of text is mainly about EU’s new project, Erasmus+. The initiative is 

described as an “integrated youth learning programme” that “supports education, 

training and sport to foster improved lifelong learning opportunities for all European 

citizens”. The text also emphasizes on the European Parliament’s will to support talents 

and help people education wise.  

  

The third and last part talks about globalisation and its implications, mostly the 

challenges and how to face them. The first sentence goes “Coming to grips with 

globalisation means having active policies and ideas in place that help us react and 

respond to the needs of an increasingly interdependent world”. The text stress that the 

negative sides affect “our society” and for example “our workforce”. The rest of the 

text talks about The Globalisation Adjustment Fund, and its aim to fix the 

unemployment and “improve the lives of millions of Europeans”. In the last paragraph, 

the European Parliament’s support for the single market’s possibility for EU citizens to 

work in another EU country is declared.  

 

The photo accompanying the text of this spreading is a wider (in the sense that there are 

more people) version of the picture of people waiting from the kick-off leaflet.  

 

On the backside of this leaflet, the headline “Employment. Let’s work it out” is 

followed by a short text. The first part is the same text about the European Parliaments 

existence for the European citizens through the changes and challenges as on the 

previous EU in the world leaflet. The rest is about the necessity of dealing with the 

unemployment and competiveness for the advantage of future generations.  

 

 

5. 3. 4. 1. Observations and comments 

 

This folder is very citizen oriented. It is also problem-solving focused and future-

oriented. The unemployment is a problem about to be fixed by the European Parliament. 
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The part further depicts the European Union as a concern for every European citizen 

and the European Parliament’s provided help (through programs etc.) in their favour. 

Several parts of the texts centre on European integration between the citizens.  

 

Key words: Employment, Europe, Supports, Tomorrow, We 

Key expression: All European citizens, Improve the lives of millions of Europeans, Our 

society, Our workforce, The European Parliament is working hard 

 

 

5. 3. 5. The Money leaflet 

 

The front page is made up of the headline “Spending wisely. Adding value” and a 

photo of a woman at a construction site, judged by the hat she is wearing and the 

building in the background. She is holding a bunch of papers and writes something on 

them.  

The first page inside the folder contains the ingress disclosing that the subject of the 

folder is the EU budget of 2014-2020. The text stress that the European Parliament 

watches over the budget to make sure for the “European taxpayers” that it is “money 

well spent” and that this is especially important during times of economic difficulty. A 

photo of a bridge under construction is illustrating the ingress, probably the same 

building seen on the front page.  

 

The body of the text is divided into two main parts with the headlines “An attentive 

watchdog” and “Better spending priorities”. The second one is made up of three 

subsections, “Research & innovation”, “Regional development” and “Food 

security, the environment and the countryside”.  

 

The first part goes into details about the European Parliament’s role in the EU budget. 

The parliament now has a say in everything regarding the budget, the text holds, and 

have defended the contracted contribution from the member states. The part states: “For 

Europe to overcome the economic crisis, Parliament believes everyone must stick to 

their policy commitments, funded by a European budget for investment – in 

infrastructure, research, food security, regional developments…”. However, the text 
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also adds that a new type of so-called independent funding system for the budget is 

discussed (as it says, to “put end to the ceaseless haggling”). 

 

The second part’s introduction talks further about the European Parliament’s 

involvement in the money spent by the EU. The text stress that the parliament’s control 

over big EU programmes certifies that, “EU consistently brings more value to the 

table”. Then follows the three subparts where different fields of investment for the EU 

are declared.   

 

The first subpart lists how much money has been marked to back up “emerging 

technologies”, “EU businesses” and “health, energy, transport and food security”. One 

example is the so-called Connection Europe Facility, a funding implemented for 

infrastructure. 

 

The next subpart lists examples of how the EU budget supports local elements for 

“growth, competiveness and employment”. An improved funding system and more co-

operations between neighbouring states are mentioned. A passage in the end of the 

section stress that the distribution of money allows that “regions hit hardest by the 

crisis can receive more”. Lastly, a photo of a woman in lab glasses and gloves handling 

test samples accompanies this page.    

 

The third and last subpart of this folder talks about the part of the EU budget devoted to 

agriculture and how this money helps the farmers and the countryside. The text also 

explains that 30 % of this budget is to be used for environmental supporting efforts. The 

lasts sentence states, “The EU needs to help its farmers so they can compete with 

heavily subsidised farmers elsewhere in the world”. Above the text of this page there is 

a photo of a girl watching a man milking a cow using a milking gear.  

The backside of the folder contains the headline “Money. Let’s make it count” and the 

text from the introduction to the Money theme on the download website: 

 
“As the world changes, we must change too. Now more than ever, 
we want to be sure public money is used wisely, adds value and 
supports those in the greatest need. An open, democratic debate is 
the best way to make sure European funds are effectively targeted. 
The European Parliament is the place where this debate takes place 
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and where decisions that matter to Europe’s citizens today are 
made.”302  

 
 

5. 3. 5. 1. Observations and comments 

 

This folder maintains the importance of the European Parliament’s involvement in the 

EU-budget and its benefits for the citizens and different sectors. The text evolves 

around the economy of the European Union and includes some details and figures. 

Certain focus of the message lies on furthering the power of EU and European 

Parliament, and the text once more return to changes and is future-oriented. 

 

Key words: Changes, Growth, Innovation, Supports, We 

Key expression: Adding value, European taxpayers, European budget, Democratic 

debate, Money well spent  

 

5. 3. 6. The Quality of life leaflet 

 

The front page’s headline states “Protecting rights, improving lives” and is 

accompanied by a photo of a man riding a bike with a toddler in a bicycle chair, both 

wearing bicycle helmets. In the background there is car traffic.  

 

The first page of the leaflet contains the photo of a young girl and a woman. A person 

wearing hospital scrubs is caring for the girl. One can only see a part of that caretaker 

that seems to bandage the girl’s arm.  

 

The folder’s ingress starts off with the sentence “While the European Parliament has 

many objectives and responsibilities, its main goal is to help create a better life for all 

of Europe’s citizens”. The rest of the paragraph continues to emphasize that “the 

Parliament dedicates itself to our ‘European way’” and “our rights” in diverse sectors. 

 

The different fields are further explained in the following body text and divided into 

five parts by the headlines “We care about your healthcare”, “Protecting your 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
302 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/downloadcentre/en/elections-2014 (2014-11-28). 
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interests, protecting you”, “Keeping European’s food sources secure, safe and 

honest”, “Protecting our victims” and “Sustainability and protection of our 

environment”.   

 

The first part talks about the European Parliament’s work with healthcare.  The opening 

paragraph state that “Even while the crisis has put pressure on healthcare systems, […] 

patient’s rights to care across Europe have increased and will continue to do so”. The 

following paragraphs covers parliament’s efforts in cross border healthcare for EU 

citizens and organ transplants.  

 

The second page and section is devoted to data protection. A photo of a young woman 

sitting in front of a computer screen illustrates the text. The first sentence goes “In light 

of the ever-increasing globalisation of data flow, the European Parliament wants to 

make sure that citizens have control over their own data, both now and in the future”. 

The following text goes into details about reforms and regulations related to data 

protection, and EU citizen’s rights, in different areas.  

 

The third part is about transparency in the food industry.  The first paragraph talks about 

how the so-called horsemeat scandal of 2013 “reinforced public concern about the food 

on our plates and the need for traceability of products”.  The rest of the text stress the 

importance of the matter for the European Parliament and how imposed legislation will 

make it easier for consumers to be well informed about food origins. The end of this 

part and page contains a photo of a young man handling something at, what looks like, a 

charcuterie.  

 

The next page contains the final sections of text. The fourth one is about the protection 

of children from sexual exploitation, abuse and bullying online. “To protect our 

youngest citizens, the European Parliament will be investing in awareness campaigns 

[…]”. The text also stress legislation and measures regarding victim protection. 

 

The fifth and last part of text is about environmental sustainability. The initial sentences 

state that, “With climate change and rising fuel poverty facing us, the European 

Parliament is actively shaping our energy future”.  The rest of the text talks about 

environmental friendly proposals and goals.   
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The headline on the backside of the leaflet says “Quality of life. Let’s aim high” and is 

followed by the text from the presentation of the theme Quality of life on the download 

website: 

 

“As times have changed, so have our lives – and fortunately mainly 
for the better. To ensure that our European life quality standards 
continue to evolve in the years to come, we must keep pushing for 
change. We need smart, honest measures that protect our health and 
safety, while also keeping an eye on the health of our planet so that 
we can offer future generations a future worth living for.”303  

 

 

5. 3. 6. 1. Observations and comments 

 

In this folder, the citizen is in centre even though it is the power and influence of the 

European Parliament that is further accentuated. It focuses on issues close to the public. 

The message is that the European Parliament can improve (your) life in Europe. It is 

further very case/causes-focused. It returns to the crisis, and like many of the previous 

folders talks about changes and the future.  

 

Key words: Change, Citizens, Future, Our, Protection 

Key expression: EU citizen’s, European life quality, Future generations, The 

Parliament dedicates itself to our ‘European way, Our lives 

 

 

5. 3. 7. The Go to vote leaflet 

 

The Go to vote-part of the campaign was used in the last phase of the 2014 elections 

institutional information campaign, called the “Go to vote phase”.304 This section 

leading up to the election day of May the 25th, enclosed a large number of 

communications items (including the booklet used for this study).305  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
303 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/downloadcentre/en/elections-2014 (2014-11-28).  
304 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/downloadcentre/en/elections-2014 (2014-11-28). 
305 Ibid. 
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The Go to vote leaflet is filled with text about the European elections and pictures of 

potential “voters”. The headlines are all in capital letters. 

 

On the cover there is a photo of a young woman sitting outside in the sunshine, holding 

a take away drink, probably coffee. The caption declares, “USE YOUR POWER”. 

Right below are two logotypes, one is a box with the text “EUROPEAN ELECTIONS 

22 MAY 2014” with the website address and hashtag (www.elections2014.eu and 

#EP2014) written under it and the other one is the “ACT REACT IMPACT” emblem. 

 

The first page starts off with a large headline “Choose who’s in charge in Europe” 

and continues with the lines “This May, you, along with nearly 400 million other 

Europeans, will elect the Members of the European Parliament”. A couple of sentences 

follow, explaining that Europe, EU and the European Parliament have changed and that 

this election is different from the previous ones.  

 

Before the next paragraphs, the subtitle is yet again “This time it’s different”. Then the 

text turns towards the issue of the European financial and economic crisis starting in 

2008. The copy stress that there will be more decisions to make and disagreement to 

meet in the future, and states: “[But] one lesson we learned from the crisis is clear: we 

face these questions together, as Europeans”. The text continues by specifying issues 

such as food safety and climate change that are accordingly hard to solve by yourself. 

“The necessary decisions will be European decisions”, it says and goes on explaining 

that since they will influence the (our) lives of the Europeans, your and everyone’s’ 

voice is necessary in the process. The text ends with a couple of hypothetic questions 

about what You think of the future of Europe followed by “You can answer these 

questions in the 2014 European elections”. 

 

The next page of the spread is a photo of a couple, one of them in a wheelchair, in a 

forest or park like setting, with the caption: “On May 22, Wegene and Rudi will choose 

who’s in charge in Europe. And you? Wegene and Rudi, couple”.  

 

The following two pages is a photo spread of a group of 13 people posing in a fairly 

empty location. The headline is “USE YOUR POWER. CHOOSE WHO’S IN 

CHARGE IN EUROPE”. Most of the people are described with names and 
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occupation, for example “Magdaléna, Factory worker” and “Aliki, Student”, who 

looks to be the same woman as on this leaflet’s cover. Some have their names followed 

by the civil status “family” or “couple”, like Rudi and Wegene, the pair from the last 

page making an appearance again. In the right corner are the two official stamps again.  

 

The next spreading contains one page full of text and one page with a photo of the 

family from the previous group shot, standing together in an outside stairway. The 

caption says “On May 22, Vadims and Dina will choose who’s in charge in Europe. 

And you?” Vadims, Dina, Matvejs and Ksenija, family. The text page is divided into 

two parts separated by the headlines “Your parliament, your power” and “You 

choose who’s in charge in Europe”.  

 

The first part return to how the European Union has changed power wise and explains 

the implications of the Lisbon Treaty: Firstly, “Parliament now makes European law 

across the board.” Different fields for regulations are mentioned, such as banks and 

data protection. Secondly, “Parliament also decides on the EU budget”. This is 

followed up by hypothetical questions about how to use this money (“What are our 

priorities?”) and the notion that this involves political choices and includes your will. 

Final statement of this part goes “Parliament scrutinises Europe’s executive, the 

European Commission” and is also followed by the same sort of questions about how it 

works (“Is it spending your money wisely?”).  The last paragraph of this first part of the 

page communicates: “Again, it’s about making sure the will of Europe’s citizens – your 

will – is respected in Europe. Parliament’s power in Europe is your pxower”. 

 

The second part of text is devoted to the renewed relationship between the European 

Parliament and the European Commission, specifically the election of its president: 

“The leaders of European governments must take the results of the elections into 

account when they put forward the person they want to see become president […] the 

new President must be elected by the European Parliament, with the support of political 

majority”. Then the role of the voters (expressed by “your choice” and “you”) is 

stressed further more, “So when you vote, not only do you elect the people to represent 

you in Parliament, but you can also say who you would like to see as Commission 

President”. This is followed by a paragraph on democracy and the upcoming elections: 

“Democracy is not only about elections, but elections are a key moment in any 
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democracy. The 2014 European elections give you more power than ever before”. The 

text on the page ends up with emphasizing on how you choose who is in charge over 

our challenges, laws and money.   

 

The last page of the Go to vote-leaflet begins with guidelines about of how to find more 

information about the European elections of 2014. The elections website address is part 

of the somewhat headline ”Find out more: elections3014.eu”. It advertises the 

elections website as “your gateway for everything you need to know about how you can 

use your power in Europe”. The page’s midpoint is a big stamp-like box that says, 

“WHY VOTE?” followed by “In these European elections, voting will have greater 

impact than ever before”. Beneath, three points are recounted: “Set the direction of 

Europe”, “Choose who’s in charge” and “Vote for impact”. All three are individually 

further elaborated, returning to your influence on the future choices made by the 

European Parliament, to your say in who get to be elected as president and to the 

European Parliament’s influence on your life and vice versa, how you can use your 

power to have a say in how the Parliament uses its power in Europe.  

 

The two stamps with the elections date and the slogan used on the cover and in the 

middle are also placed at the bottom of this last page. 

 

 

5. 3. 7. 1. Observations and comments 

 

This is a very comprehensive folder, and probably the most detailed material about the 

2014 elections as such. It emphasise on changes Europe and the European Union 

underwent and covers wide-ranging issues that the European Parliament wants to 

highlight before the election. The presentation is general and centre on the elections. 

The text put forward the concept of democracy and the value of voting, e.g. the power 

of your vote. The perspective is more about why voting instead of voting guidelines as 

to when and how.  

 

Key words: Europe, Europeans, Change, Our, You,  

Key expression: European decisions, European elections, Choose who’s in charge, 

Together, as Europeans, Your parliament, your power 
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5. 3. 8. The post elections leaflet 

 

The front-page contains the text “Your vote” and “Our action” placed over a 

photomontage where the upper side of the picture is a hand dropping a vote in the ballot 

box and the lower side is a hand receiving the vote with the plenary in the background. 

In the left corner a smaller text says “European parliament new term 2014-2019” and in 

the right corner the “official logo” is printed.  

  

The first page of texts begins with the headline “Your vote. Our action” followed by 

the same text as the presentation of the Post-elections material on the download website: 

 

“In democracies, citizens have the power to choose who’s in charge. 
In the European Union, they mainly do this by electing the European 
Parliament. These elections create the new balance of political forces 
in Europe, they set the political direction of the EU for five years to 
come, and they determine who will run the EU’s executive, the 
European Commission. Your votes translate into our action. Here’s 
how it works.”306 

  

The leaflet is accordingly foremost an information folder about the state and work of the 

European Parliament and the European Commission after the elections was realized.  

 

The text inside the folder is divided by four sub headlines, “A brand new European 

Parliament”, “This time it’s different”, “In search of a European Commission” and 

“The new commission is born”. 

 

The first section starts off by the sentence “Last May, Europeans cast their votes”, and 

continues to simplistically cover the set-up of the new parliament: the division of the 

MEPs and the political groups. The last part of text talks about the election of the 

President Martin Schulz and the office holders.  

 

The second part talks about the introduced new power of the European Parliament to 

choose the President of the European Commission.  The part stresses, “This is where we 

see how these elections were really different” and goes further into details on the rules 

imposed by the Lisbon Treaty. The text describes the European Council’s involvement 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
306 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/downloadcentre/en/elections-2014 (2014-11-28). 
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before it moves over to the European political parties that “fielded candidates for the 

presidency of the European Commission before the election, giving the voters the 

chance to assess whom they would like to see in charge after it”. The rest of this part 

explains the election of the now President of the European Commission, Jean-Claude 

Juncker.  

 

Some pie charts and “facts and figures” illustrate these texts together with photos taken 

of the European Parliament and Commission at work. 

 

The last page (with the body text in two parts) is devoted to the election of the 

commissioners. The next step for the elected president of the commission is to present 

candidates before the Parliament, the text explains. Then a general description of the 

assessment process follows, which includes a hearing and the acceptance or rejections 

of the Parliament.  The last paragraph on the page is about the European Parliament’s 

last approval of the Commission and the content of its political programme.   

 

The headline on the backside of the leaflet “In action for you” is followed by a text 

that takes its starting-point in the preceding informative text: “And so the Commission 

can get to work, mandated by the European Parliament, the voice of citizens in 

Europe”. The rest of the paragraph looks ahead and talks about the coming work of the 

European Parliament in relation to the Commission. The next paragraph states “Your 

power as a citizen does not stop here – you don’t stay on the sidelines for the next five 

years” and emphasise your power through the MEPs.  

 

Lastly, a caption ends this folder: “The European Parliament. Your vote. Our 

action”. Website and hashtag guidelines and logo then figures in the lower corners.  

 

 

5. 3. 8. 1. Observations and comments 

 

This leaflet is fact based and covers the processes after the election. It explains political 

procedures and the Commission is given the most attention here. The text emphasises 

how the power of your vote is now forming the new Parliament, Commission and order. 
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The folder wants to further that the citizens continue to play a role, even after the 

elections and on the EU level (through their elected MEPs). 

 

Key words: Citizens, Different, Election, New, Voters 

Key expression: In action for you, Our action, The European Parliament, the voice of 

citizens in Europe, Your power as a citizen does not stop, Your vote 

 

 

5. 4. Mapping the discourses in the election campaign  

 

The linguistic presentation of the European elections and the usage of different 

formulations in the election campaign material represent different discourses that 

describe the European Union, the European Parliament and what it means to be 

European. All of the election campaign leaflets contain the three discourses found in the 

communication strategies: a discourse on togetherness and community, on participation 

and involvement and on EU visibility. Together with a salient discourse on the 

European Parliament’s power, these are the main discourses manifested in the leaflet’s 

texts. They are however being reinforced by different sub-topics found in the folders. 

The topics are sorted under respective main discourses. A model further below 

illustrates how the different themes and discourses work in conjunction.  

 

• A discourse on togetherness and community 
In all the leaflets words such as “We”, “Citizens” and “Together” represent this 

discourse.  

The usage of the expression “Our union” presents the European Union as a shared 

(between the institutions and the public) project and community.  The metaphor “We 

need to join hands and stand together “ is used to symbolize togetherness and further 

illustrate the discourse.  

 

Topic: A European identity 

The leaflets present a European identity within the EU as the texts frequently uses the 

terms of “Citizens of Europe” and “Europeans”. Expressions such as “Together, as 

Europeans” are also used. The usage of the epithet “EU citizen’s” connects this 
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European identity to the EU membership and to the discourse on togetherness and 

community. 

 

• A discourse on participation and involvement 
The leaflets’ direct and demanding addressing of the reader, “You”, reinforces the 

discourse on participation and involvement, as do the frequent use of the possessive 

pronoun “Our”. Phrases like “We all get a say” and “All European citizens” further 

illustrates this discourse. The concept of a  “Democratic debate” is a concrete example 

on partaking and engagement from the text. 

 

Topic: An active citizenship 

The leaflets emphasize on your possibility as a European citizen to influence politically. 

The expressed possibility to make a “Difference” in the elections and the statement 

“You have more power” insinuate your and fellow Europeans citizens’ power in the 

elections and decision process. This contributes to constructing the discourse on 

participation and involvement. The EU citizens are only rarely addressed as “Voters”, 

rather the act of voting is presented as a power possessed by the public. The statement 

“Your power as a citizen does not stop” conveys a continuing engagement among the 

public.  

 

• A discourse on EU visibility 
The discourse on EU visibility is extremely present in the election campaign leaflets. In 

every folder we find the mention of “Europe” constituting the matter of discussion and 

the field where the European Union operates. This textually manifests the European 

dimension mentioned in the strategies. Europe is used as a metonymy for the European 

Union and European Union related subjects is designated as European, for example: 

“European taxpayers”, “European budget” and of course, the “European elections”. 

This corresponds to the discourse on EU visibility as it position EU as a grand actor in 

Europe.  
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Topic: EU values 

Words and concepts such as “Democracy”, “Solidarity”, “Citizen’s right” and “Human 

rights”, in the text presented as “EU’s values” and “The European way”, put forward 

ideals meant to be associated with the EU and thus represent EU values.  

 

Topic: EU concerns   

The leaflets (especially the five themes leaflets) frame diverse European problems as 

issues for the European Union, hence manifesting that they are EU concerns. The texts’ 

focus on the “Crisis”, but also on “Employment” (and “Our workforce”), are good 

examples of this presentation. The texts also suggests that the EU affects our “Our 

lives”, “Our society” and the “European life quality”, and take this further by talking 

about “European decisions” and about how “The Parliament dedicates itself to our 

‘European way”. 

 

Topic: EU solutions 

The folders maintain that EU cope with the above issues and can offer “Growth”, 

“Innovation”, “Security”, “Supports” and “Protection” e g. “Environmental 

protection” and put forward that the European Parliament “Help Europe fight the 

crisis”, “Improve the lives of millions of Europeans” and ensure “Money well spent”. 

This topic is also visible in the following sentences: “The European Parliament’s 

mission is to protect and support” and “The European Parliament is working hard”. 

The recurrent concept of “Change” further represents EU’s capacity to solve problems 

and reinforce together with the two topics above the discourse on EU visibility. 

 

• A discourse on a powerful European Parliament 
The content of all the leaflets manifest a main discourse on a powerful European 

Parliament, with a possibility to both to cope with “Changes” and bring “Change”.  

The discourse is clearly manifested in the sentence “The European Parliament now has 

more power” and subtle in the mentioned ability of “Adding value” economically. The 

words “Different” and “New” together with the frequent usage of “Future” reinforce 

the European Parliament’s importance in a longer perspective. When the texts talk about 

“Tomorrow” and “Future generations”, it is indicating the European Parliament’s 

impact over time. 
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Topic:  Democratic representation 

The leaflets contain a presentation of the European Parliament as the public’s agent, 

benefactors and democratic representatives. The topic of democratic representation is 

visible in for example “Your parliament, your power” and “The European Parliament, 

the voice of citizens in Europe” and summarized in “Together we have more power”. 

According to the text, voting in the European Parliament elections gives you a chance to 

“Choose who’s in charge”. The term “Election” is seldom mentioned in the running 

text, instead expressions as “Your vote” is followed by  “Our action” and “In action for 

you” is used to strengthen the discourse on a powerful European Parliament working for 

the public’s well.   

 

 

5. 4. 1. The interrelations between the discourses 

 

The model and presentation on the next page show how the different subjects in the 

leaflets supports and connects to the main discourses. The figure (based on Wodak’s 

model) schemes the different discourses found in the campaign and illustrates their 

inter-relations through the sub-topics. The discourses are parts of a network. Mostly, the 

topics function as reinforcement of the main discourses.  
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The discourse on togetherness and community and the closely related discourse on 

participation and involvement works as a common ground in all the leaflets. The 

latter is extra projected in the leaflets, following the aim to engage the public in the 

elections.  These main discourses are being employed to put forward the EU as a shared 

project all readers/potential voters take part in.  

 

The discourse on togetherness and community entails the presentation of a European 

identity. In the leaflets, this turns towards a substantial political identity and an active 
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citizenship, which in turn is connected to the discourse on participation and 

involvement. The European identity is linked to the topic of EU values, as the latter is 

used to mark what is especially European.  

 

The topic on EU concerns is naturally linked to the topic of EU solutions, as this one is 

a response to the matters presented. These two also partly connects to the subject of EU 

values, as the selection of issues in the material aim at showing what the EU thinks is 

important to deal with. 

 

This cluster of EU related affairs (EU concerns, EU solutions and their link to EU 

values) reinforce the main discourse on EU visibility. The discourse on EU visibility is 

constructed by the leaflet’s constant mentions of questions close to the public and how 

the EU decisions affect the public and you as a voter. 

 

The discourse on EU visibility’s presentation of the political presence of the European 

Union and the European Parliament therefore also directly link to the other main 

discourse on a powerful European Parliament, also proving the importance of the 

EU.  

 

The discourse on a powerful European Parliament is partly built up by the 

demonstration of EU solutions and democratic representation. The power exercised 

by the European Parliament, as it is presented in the folders, is comprehensive and 

includes executing the solutions, representing the public and working for the citizen’s 

best.  

 

The topic of democratic representation is connected to and requires an active 

citizenship in order to be solid. The idea of democratic representation is also a part of 

the EU values, as the concept of democracy is presented as one of the values. 

 

The active citizenship is an essential theme in the campaign material and works in 

conjunction with the discourse on the European Parliament’s power, because of the 

emphasize on your, as a citizen’s, part in this power.  
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The four main discourses on togetherness and community, participation and 

involvement, EU visibility and a powerful European Parliament frame all the sub-

topics. The first two lie as a base throughout the studied campaign material. The last 

two permeates the leaflets and put forward EU’s importance and abilities.  

 

The fundamental discourse on participation and involvement and the accentuated 

discourse on a powerful European Parliament are indeed the most evident discourses 

in the leaflets and contain the message that your engagement and participation around 

the EU will generate a powerful European Parliament that acts on your behalf.  

 

In conclusion, the discourses are all inter-connected through the presentation of the 

different themes employed to communicate the significance of the European elections – 

and the European Union. The topics placement in the middle of the model illustrates 

how they function as links between the lower and upper main discourses. The 

discourses additionally work together in a circular way to create a whole and furthering 

the message to recognise the EU and vote in the elections.   

 

 

5. 5. CHAPTER 5 SUMMARY 

 

Both the communication strategy documents and the actual election information 

campaign include discourses that aim at to foster engagement among the public. The 

discourses on togetherness and community and participation and involvement are 

noticeable in the policies and in the folders. The discourses also portray a European 

Union and a European Parliament as an influential societal actor. The most obvious one 

in the strategies is the discourse on EU visibility, which in the leaflets is combined with 

the discourse on a powerful European Parliament.  Together with the topics, the main 

discourses provide a message that engaging in EU affairs and in the elections is 

meaningful and important and that the European Union and the European Parliament 

represent you.  
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

This final chapter ties the theoretical parts of the essay together with the empirical study 

and aims at answering the initial research question:  

How does the European Union and European Parliament tackle the democratic deficit 

through strategic communication? 

 

 

6. 1. Using strategic communication to deal with the democratic deficit  

 

The examination of the White paper on a European Communication Policy and the 

strategy documents produced by the European Parliament shows that they are clearly 

motivated by the democratic deficit. The starting point for the policies is the lack of 

legitimacy among the public and the attention is on the relationship between the EU and 

the citizen. Emphasis lies on connecting to the public and ”closing the gap” between 

them.  

 

Common to all the strategic communication documents is the perception that public 

communication is a solution to the several deficits (the popularity deficit, the 

information deficit and the voter turnout-deficit). They acknowledge the importance of 

functioning communication and debates in a democracy. The strategies are expressively 

about “how best to connect and communicate”. The aforementioned gap is called  “a 

communication gap“, the public sphere is a “communication sphere” and it is all about 

“Communicating Europe”. The European Union calls it “Europe’s communication with 

its citizens”.  

 

The goal for the communication efforts is to stimulate the building of a truly European 

public sphere by using various methods and channels of communication. The strategies 

present a citizen-oriented communication and a will to enhance the EU debate among 

the people on their local level and create the so-called “European dimension”.  

  

The presumed lack of interest in EU politics and low participation in the European 

elections is a motivator for more efforts in the field of public communication. The 

communication plans of the European Parliament focus obviously on the upcoming 
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elections. The Lisbon Treaty and the political powers of the Parliament are highlighted 

in the documents and, consequently, later on in the campaign leaflets. The intention to 

counteract the democratic deficit indeed influences the campaign material produced to 

boost participation in the elections.  

 

  

6. 2. Realising the communication strategies in the election campaign 

 

The important position that the public communication holds in the European Union 

becomes visible and concrete in the strategic communication documents and the 

empirical material. The strategies illustrate well the EU’s new approach to acknowledge 

public communication as an important factor for the European project’s future and as a 

mean to involve the citizens. This is also shown in the thoroughly prepared and 

executed election campaign. The campaign is carefully planned in different parts in 

order to break through the campaign message on EU’s importance and to create 

awareness about the elections.  

 

The public sphere wished for in the communication strategies turn in the campaign 

folders into an already existing European level with European concerns and active 

citizens. The objective of the communication campaign is to foster participation (you 

should act, react and impact) – preferably in the elections. The material do not in fact 

centre entirely on the actual elections, instead it highlights EU’s endeavours. This 

reflects the long-term perspective of the European Union’s strategies to gain legitimacy. 

 

The European Union’s expressed aim to move the European project closer to the citizen 

is evident in the leaflets. The EU attempts through the election campaign to connect to 

the public by using a straight language and presenting the European Parliament’s 

political achievements in the daily life. The targeting of the citizen in the strategic 

documents and in the election campaign cannot be stressed enough. Further, while 

informing about the work of the European Union and the Parliament’s strengthened 

abilities, a connection is simultaneously made to the public. The European Parliament’s 

power is linked to your role and power as a European citizen partaking in the European 

elections.  
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The leaflets further reveal a will to create a European public. As central as the 

construction of a European public sphere is to the communication strategies, as present 

is the construction of a European identity in the campaign leaflets. The European Union 

is presented as a common project. The campaign directly addresses the citizens by 

talking about “our ‘European way’” and “our rights”. 

 

The European Union’s ongoing branding of itself, Europe and the European public is 

present in the strategic communication documents and in the election campaign. The 

strategies contain traces of both brand building and European identity building when 

talking about “giving Europe a human face”. This is literally realised in the leaflets by 

the photos of individuals in different situations and paces of life. One document talks 

about the brand of the European Union, but the branding is especially visible in the 

leaflet’s language where Europe frequently equals EU. The reoccurring term “European 

level” is to be understood as EU-related and the potential voters are called European 

citizens, or just Europeans.  

 

The branding of the European Union through public communication is widely used in 

the campaign leaflets as a method to enhance EU’s importance and to influence people. 

The discourses found in the empirical material contribute to the branding. Value 

charged words (for example democracy, change and others identified in the discourse 

analysis) define EU as a brand. The five themes where concrete and general problems 

are advertised as European problem with EU solutions are another way of branding the 

European idea. 

 

The study illustrates how close communication strategies and discourse strategies are. 

The discourses of the European Union’s public communication are employed to realise 

the communicative goals. They represent the visions of the communication strategies 

and are used to foster engagement.  

 

The discourses partly formed in the strategies and then further evolved in the campaign 

are linked to the aim to create the European public sphere of political awareness, 

identification and engagement. They are developed top down from the EU-level with an 

aim to flourish among the people on their local level. In the leaflets these discourses are 

made public – ready to be absorbed and brought up by the citizens reading it. 
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Preferably, for the European Union, this will lead to voting and other actions that 

further develop the European level. The embodiment of the discourses can thus counter-

act the democratic deficit since the public then contributes in the construction of the 

European Parliament’s visible image as a democratic institution.  

 

 

6. 3. The European idea as a message  

 

The study shows that the promotion of the European idea permeates the European 

Union’s public communication. The communication measures aim to advance the 

process of identification and participation among the EU citizens. Ideals about further 

European integration lie in the background and shine through in the presentation of the 

EU as a shared project with a common course. There is an underlying understanding, or 

wish, that communication efforts will contribute to strengthening the development of 

the EU. The public communication – the strategies and the campaign – is all about 

promoting the European project (that lacks support) and the European idea as a solution 

to Europe’s uttered difficulties.  

 

The European Union constructs the discourses in their public communication in order to 

meet the lack of legitimacy and make the Europeans feel involved in the European 

project. The campaign material has a focus that goes beyond the European Parliament 

election; it is about the future of Europe and the discourses plays on the European idea’s 

fostering of a European identity.  

 

The discourses on togetherness and community and on participation and involvement 

describe the Europeans Union’s idea of what the European citizenry is about. The 

discourses on EU visibility and a powerful European Parliament enclose the 

significance of the European project the European Union wants to communicate to the 

public. Looking closer at the topics building the discourses, they include both a cultural 

and a political European identity. Cultural because of the defined common values and 

deeds, political because of the expressed vital partaking in EU related affairs. 

 

The network of topics and discourses stand for reinforced Europeanization and 

Europeanness, and utterly frames the concept of the European idea. They communicate 
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what we have and what we get. The discourses replace the symbols in being value 

charged and carry the message of the European idea of continuing political/cultural 

integration.  

 

 

6. 4. Introducing the vote as a symbol 

 

Even though the European Union and the European Parliament through the campaign 

clearly aim to work against the democratic deficit, the vote itself or act of voting is not 

put forward. Instead they try to engage the citizens in other ways than just focusing on 

the elections. The fact remains that after this strategic campaign there was still a low 

voter turnout in the European elections. Perhaps, in the eagerness to foster a European 

public sphere and a European identity plus communicating about the institution’s 

power, the presentation of the actual vote is somewhat forgotten.  

 

However, what is being subtle communicated is to a certain extent the meaning of 

voting. Together with the European Union’s well-exposed interest to engage the citizens 

in the European project, the European elections and the European idea, this arises the 

question if it is possible to make the vote one of the official EU symbols? The vote is in 

reality the number one connection between the European Union and the citizens. Based 

on this, and according to the need of political identification among the public, 

concretely presenting the act of voting as an important part of the European identity 

appear to be a good idea. For the European Union, higher participation in the European 

elections is crucial in order to mend the democratic deficit. Maybe emphasizing on a 

European political identity manifested in the vote is what is required. 

 

Highlighting the right to vote as a symbol is tangible in comparison to the more abstract 

construction of a European public sphere or European identity. The vote could 

symbolise both the EU citizenship and the whole political project of the European 

Union. The symbol represent an open and meaningful European identity that may help 

people feel more connected to the European Union. Introducing the vote as a symbol 

might, except for the obvious potentially higher participation in the elections, lead to 

more discussions, input and engagement – thus help the European Union to gain both 

social and political legitimacy. The potential of introducing the vote as a symbol could 
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be an interesting subject/angle for further studies within the field of EU’s democratic 

deficit and employment of strategic communication. 

 

 

6. 5. Final remarks 

 

The study of the campaign leaflets covers only parts of the European Union’s public 

communication on the elections and does not give a complete picture of how the EU 

deals with the democratic deficit through communication strategies. Further, the 

analysis only reflects a one-way communication measure and not the reception or 

circulation of the material.  

 

The communication efforts can only boost the democratic legitimacy if it leads to a 

greater engagement in the elections, which the low voter turnout after the campaign 

attest did not really happen. Perhaps the lack of support and votes is a problem that 

could not be solved merely by communication. Ultimately, the public must exercise the 

right to vote, but the EU must practice what they preach and prove that they meet the 

expectations as a democratic institution.  

 

In conclusion, the European Union’s communication policies are evidently based on 

furthering the European idea and centre on solving the democratic deficit. The link 

between the EU’s lack of legitimacy and the communication strategies is easily made. 

The question, however, is how effective the EU’s public communication measures are 

against the democratic deficit. Is the strategic communication really closing the gap? 
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This time it’s different:
together we have more 
power to decide what 
happens in Europe.

#EP2014
WWW.EUROPARL.EU

So you think  
you have no power?
Think again.

As times are changing, so are we. Since the last European elections, the rules 
of the game have changed. The European Parliament now has more power, 
both to set the political direction of Europe and over the day-to-day decisions 
which a!ect us all. A more powerful European Parliament means more 
in"uence for everyone, more ability to deal with our problems, more ability 
to change what needs changing, more assertiveness to conserve what we 
want to keep. 

Europe faces great challenges. Meeting them won’t be easy, and choices have 
to be made. The changes made to the system were designed to ensure that 
we, the citizens of Europe, have more say over those choices. Not just when 
we go to the ballot box, but as decisions are taken, day in, day out. 

The European Parliament now decides on the European laws that a!ect you, 
across the board. On how your money is spent from the EU (European Union) 
budget, across the board. We must agree to the #nancing of the EU for years 
to come, looking at the collective interest of Europeans. And after the next 
elections it is your parliament who will elect the head of Europe’s executive, 
based on your wishes, as expressed in these elections.  

This time it really is di!erent. Together we now have more real power 
to actually make a di!erence. 

The European Parliament and you. Together we can act, 
react and make an impact.

WWW.EUROPARL.EU



THIS TIME IT’S DIFFERENT. 
These are turbulent times in the history of Europe. For many people 
in Europe, these are hard times. As times have changed, so have we. 
The European Parliament now has more power in shaping Europe than 
ever before. And that gives you more power to make things happen. 
You can in!uence the decisions that touch your own life as well as 
the lives of over 500 million people. You can start something or end 
something. Ask for more or ask for less. You can act and take all matters 
big and small into your own hands. Choose which Europe you want. 
In the end, you decide what happens. Or doesn’t happen.

The European Parliament represents each and every one of you and acts 
on your behalf. Our decisions are based on what matters to you. No, not 
everything can happen overnight, but one thing is for sure: together we 
can get it done.

ACT.



REACT.REACT.
THIS TIME IT’S DIFFERENT. 
You can make a real di!erence. Hold on to what’s worth 
keeping, change what needs changing. Or question and 
criticise. Share your thoughts and react. The European way 
is not about one vision or one goal; it’s about giving every 
opinion a fair chance.

The European Parliament is here to react to your demands 
and to "ght for the things you really care about. Our job is to 
listen to the multitude of voices in Europe and provide real 
answers. We will face every challenge and o!er solutions 
that make sense. 



IMPACT.
THIS TIME IT’S DIFFERENT. 
Through the European Parliament, you have more power than 
you think. You make a direct impact on everyone’s future  
and more importantly: on your own and on the future of the 
next generations too. Each of your actions and reactions  
ultimately lead to results. The decisions we make together have 
an impact on the day-to-day life of over half a billion  
European citizens. 

The European Parliament’s responsibility is to make it work 
for everyone, including you. Not just to make a real di!erence 
for you, but with you. Today, tomorrow and the day after 
tomorrow. 



The European Parliament’s mission is to protect and support each and every one of its 
citizens, both in times of prosperity and in the face of a challenge. Today, with the crisis  
as our backdrop, clear plans, strong measures and a !rm hand are more crucial than ever.

As we emerge from these di"cult times, many important decisions as to where our 
economy is headed are still to be made. The European Parliament will make sure that 
we all get a say.

The European Parliament and you. Together we can act, react and make an impact.

ECONOMY.
LET’S GET BACK  
TO BUSINESS.

PROTECTING  
THE FUTURE,  
PROMOTING GROWTH.

WWW.ELECTIONS2014.EU
#EP2014 WWW.ELECTIONS2014.EU
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MORE BENEFITS, BETTER TRADE
One of the European Parliament’s main respon-
sibilities is to protect and defend the rights of all 
European citizens. Boosting consumer rights can 
help boost the economy, and trade in particular.  
A win-win situation.
For example, the European Parliament has taken 
steps to o!er consumers better protection when 
shopping online. Not only will they now have two 
weeks to reconsider their purchase, but products 
must be delivered within a period of thirty days, 
and any damage or loss will fall under the responsi-
bility of the trader. The new regulations also make it 

easier for companies to sell their products online or 
in other European Union Member States.
Next to these e!orts, signi"cant reforms will take 
place in the telecom industry, boosting competition 
between providers, protecting data more e!ectively 
and modernising the radio spectrum. 
In addition, customers can no longer be cut o! 
without a fair procedure, and when changing 
providers, mobile phone numbers will be trans-
ferred within one working day. Consumers will be 
particularly pleased to hear that roaming prices will 
drop again as of July 2014.

While pressing issues call for immediate action, 
steps to safeguard the future are just as important. 
In order to discourage the excessive "nancial 
risk-taking that previously contributed to the 
Eurozone crisis, the European Parliament has now 
adopted new and improved legislation. In terms of 
mortgages, for example, banks will have to carefully 
assess the "nancial means of borrowers and clearly 
inform them of the risks involved. Borrowers, in 
turn, will have more rights, including a seven-day 
re#ection period and the right to repay a loan 
ahead of time.
Secondly, the EP is working on ways to create safer 
banks. Not only should banks truly protect citizens’ 
money, but all banks, large or small, should have 

independent supervision. Some new requirements: 
banks should have su$ciently large capital bu!ers 
(in case of economic slowdowns), "nancial support 
for SMEs should be made easier, and bank bonuses 
should be limited in order to avoid unnecessary risk 
and perverse incentives. Europe-wide measures 
intended to reinforce banking supervision are still 
in the works, and will also push for more "nancial 
accountability.
Also noteworthy is the deposit guarantee scheme, 
another initiative the EP is currently "ghting for.  
This scheme will protect citizens’ bank deposits up 
to EUR 100 000 and ease worries about the safety  
of our savings.

PROTECTING THE FUTURE
The economic crisis hit Europe hard, and posed a threat to our economic and "nancial 

system which tested the strength of our union. But that union proved strong enough 

to stave of the worst. All the same, across Europe, individuals and families su!ered 

severe consequences and many are still struggling to make ends meet. This is a time to 

help those in di$culties, to repair the damage in#icted and build a "rm basis for future 

economic security and growth. The European Parliament has been working hard on 

numerous initiatives to help Europe "ght the crisis.  

By focusing on safe banks, safe savings, economic stability and less risk in the "nancial 

sector, the EU intends to slowly but steadily get back on track.

Countless initiatives are currently being developed 
to deal with the e!ects of the crisis. To recreate 
economic stability, for example, the EU has made 
promoting growth and facilitating trade two of its 
top priorities. 
As such, signi"cant measures have been taken to 
protect our small and medium-sized enterprises 
(SMEs) and increase their competitiveness, as the 
European Parliament believes that these companies 
play a crucial role in rebuilding the economy. 
Ensuring timely payments is one of the objectives, 

and as a result, new rules imposing a 30-day 
deadline have recently been approved. In addition, 
public procurement regulations are being 
improved to make it easier for smaller companies to 
participate and to o!er them a fair chance. Price will 
no longer be the overriding focus, allowing factors 
such as value, care for the environment, social 
aspects and innovation to play a more important 
part. To further encourage SME participation, the 
bidding procedure will also be simpli"ed and 
contracts will be divided into manageable lots.

FIGHTING THE CRISIS 
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The European Parliament exists for the bene!t of all European citizens. As our society 
evolves and changes with the times, so too must the way in which we face up  
to the challenges and obstacles ahead. We need to join hands and stand together  
in defence of our interests, our values, our beliefs, and our future.

The European Parliament and you. Together we can act, react and make an impact.

EU IN THE WORLD.  
LET’S GLOBALISE  
GOOD GOVERNANCE.

ACTING WITHIN  
AND BEYOND  
OUR BORDERS.

WWW.EUROPARL.EU#EP2014
WWW.EUROPARL.EU



HUMAN RIGHTS DEFENDERS
The European Parliament is a key actor in  
defen ding human rights. Democracy, freedom of 
speech, fair elections and the rights of the oppressed 
are key concerns. Each month the Parliament holds  
a special debate to highlight violations of human rights 
across the world. The resolutions adopted  
by MEPs help to raise awareness of human rights 
abuses. They have led some governments to 

reconsider their actions, including the imposition  
of the death penalty, and have resulted in national  
parliaments halting work on some laws.  
The Parliament’s annual Sakharov Prize for Freedom of 
Thought also highlights human rights issues around 
the world and provides valuable support  
for those who stand up for our fundamental values in 
tough circumstances.

Energy is a key variable for growth and 
competitiveness. For business it is a vital resource 
and a major cost.  For consumers, energy costs are an 
important part of  the household budget. As such, 
security of supply is both economically and even 
geopolitically crucial to the EU. Solidarity between EU 
countries and a foreign policy dimension to its energy 
policy are vital to achieving this security of supply. As 
more and more countries have become dependent on 
imports from third countries for their energy supply, 
they have also become more vulnerable to external 
shocks and disruptions.  

For this reason, an internal market for energy was  
created, including Transeuropean Energy Networks  
to make the !ow of supplies between EU member 
states easier. Other measures supported by the 
European Parliament have been the building of 
di"erent supply routes, diversifying energy sources and 
boosting energy e#ciency. A solidarity mechanism 
has been introduced which obliges EU countries to 
help each other when they are cut o". And e"orts have 
been made to stimulate research and innovation into 
sustainable, low emission energy.

ENERGY DEPENDENCY
MEPs have worked over the past years on a more 
humane asylum policy, !anked by a more balanced 
burden sharing between member states to resettle 
asylum seekers.
The European Parliament has been instrumental  
in securing new agreements regarding basic rights for 
asylum seekers – such as added or improved access 
to basic health care, maximum detention periods, 

a ban on the detention of minors, shorter periods 
before an asylum seeker can go and $nd work – as 
well as common procedures and deadlines for asylum 
applications. Furthermore, the Common European 
Asylum System will now prevent the return of asylum 
seekers to the member state of $rst arrival, if the 
country in question is overwhelmed and therefore 
incapable of providing decent living conditions.

ASYLUM

The European Parliament watches over all business 
and trade agreements between the EU and other 
countries, making sure they are in line with the EU’s 
values and objectives. In 2011, for example, it rejected 
a textile-related trade agreement with Uzbekistan 
because of its concerns over forced or child labour. 
Another key issue is responsible waste management. 
In recent legislation approved by the Parliament, 

EU regulations for electric and electronic waste and 
the dismantling of ships were recently updated, 
including stricter inspections on exported waste 
to avoid poisoning other countries. And in current 
negotiations on a trade agreement with the United 
States, the European Parliament has demanded an 
exemption for cultural and audiovisual products in 
order to protect the European cultural sector.

RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS & TRADE

For many around the world, the EU is a model of solidarity, security, stability and 
political cooperation. Europe is also the world’s leading donor of development aid. 
This aid is just one of the ways in which the EU puts itself on the map as a major 
player in global a"airs. Trade and partnership agreements are another example. 
Through these and other methods, the EU shares and spreads its values far beyond 
its borders, stands up for human rights, advocates environmental protection and 
helps to build good governance. 

CAREFULLY CONSIDERED AGREEMENTS
The fact that EU countries speak as one puts the EU 
in a strong position when negotiating international 
treaties, conventions or agreements. What is more, 
all international agreements now require the 
European Parliament’s consent – which means it 
can safeguard citizens’ rights better than before. The 
Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement, for example, 
was rejected because MEPs deemed the treaty to be 
open to misinterpretation and therefore a danger 

to citizens’ liberties and privacy, especially on the 
internet. In order to increase stability in and around 
Europe, the EU sets up partnership agreements and 
pushes for reform and democracy in neighbouring 
and possible future member states. The European 
Parliament considers democratic and human rights 
as well as fair judicial treatment to be fundamental, 
non-negotiable conditions for all of its relations, and 
in particular for possible future member states.



The European Parliament exists for the bene!t of all European citizens. As our society 
evolves and changes with the times, so too must the way in which we face up to the 
challenges and obstacles ahead. We need a clear, pro-active approach to solving issues 
like unemployment and competitiveness, and making decisions that will have lasting 
positive bene!ts for generations to come. 

The European Parliament and you. Together we can act, react and make an impact.

EMPLOYMENT.  
LET’S WORK IT OUT.

EMPLOYMENT  
OPPORTUNITIES  
ON YOUR MIND? 
OURS TOO.

#EP2014
WWW.EUROPARL.EU
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Coming to grips with globalisation means 
having active policies and ideas in place that 
help us react and respond to the needs of an 
increasingly interdependent world. 
Globalisation represents both a huge  
opportunity and a huge challenge. 
Some in our society are experiencing its 
downsides. Our workforce is currently under 
signi!cant pressure to stay competitive and 
stay productive on a global stage. We need to 
act if we want to maximise our choices about 
the future.
The European Parliament has secured over 
"3.5 billion for The Globalisation Adjustment 
Fund, a multi-tiered initiative that has been 
created with the sole purpose of getting the 
unemployed back on track and heading in 

the right direction again. O#ering training or 
retraining, job search support and counselling, 
this programme has the scale and scope to 
improve the lives of millions of Europeans.

At the same time, the European Parliament is 
working hard to consolidate the single market 
and make it practically easier for EU citizens 
to go and work in other Member States. Right 
now, at a time when many young Europeans 
from across the continent are seeking job 
opportunities away from home, this makes a 
real di#erence.

THE GLOBALISATION ADJUSTMENT FUND

The European Parliament has worked tirelessly 
to develop and secure funding for the EU’s new 
Erasmus+ initiative. This integrated youth 
learning programme supports education, 
training and sport to foster improved lifelong 
learning opportunities for all European citizens. 
"14.5 billion has been set aside over a seven 
year period to give educational support to 
everyone who needs it, support that can 
change lives.

Every year, Erasmus+ enables over 400 000 
students to go on internships abroad,  
furthering their learning potential and giving 
our best and brightest minds invaluable 
international exposure and experience. 
The European Parliament recognises the 
importance of getting people on the right track 
early, and we’re acting accordingly.

FEELING THE POSITIVE IMPACT OF ERASMUS+

Youth unemployment stands at record levels 
with almost a quarter of Europe’s under 25s 
now seeking work. Finding ways to improve 
their opportunities is vital for the European job 
market.  
An idea promoted by  the European Parliament,  
the Youth Guarantee scheme aims to make an 
immediate impact on this hugely important 
segment of European society.  Obviously this 
will take time, but we can do it, and it’s worth it.

This initiative provides access to invaluable 
training courses, potential job leads, and high 
quality internships for those seeking work. 
The aim is to ensure that within 4 months of 
leaving school or losing a job, there will be real 
opportunities for them to pursue. 
To help achieve this,  "8 billion has been set 
aside within ongoing EU programmes.

OUR YOUTH OF TODAY ARE THE SPARK OF TOMORROW

Europe has seen a lot over the years. There have been ups and there 

have been downs. We are no strangers to tough challenges. Currently, 

employment is a major concern, with 26 million European citizens out 

of work. The equivalent of 11% of the working age population is facing 

hardship and uncertainty that ultimately a#ects us all. The European 

Parliament is working hard to play its part in tackling these problems.



As the world changes, we must change too. Now more than ever, we want to be sure 
public money is used wisely, adds value and supports those in the greatest need. 

An open, democratic debate is the best way to make sure European funds are 
e!ectively targeted. The European Parliament is the place where this debate takes
place and where decisions that matter to Europe’s citizens today are made. 

The European Parliament and you. Together we can act, react and have an impact.

MONEY.  
LET’S MAKE  
IT COUNT.

WWW.ELECTIONS2014.EU
#EP2014 WWW.ELECTIONS2014.EU

FOOD SECURITY, THE ENVIRONMENT AND THE COUNTRYSIDE

Another third of the EU budget goes 
towards farming and the countryside. 
This money helps keep farmers in business 
in a sustainable and responsible way by 
ensuring safe, healthy food in the whole 
European Union, a decent income for 
farmers and a higher quality of life in rural 
areas. Thirty per cent of the agricultural 
budget has been ear-marked to ensure 
that farmers make real e!orts for the 
environment.  

The European Parliament has also created 
speci"c grants to support younger, smaller 
farmers in order to stop the drain of people 
moving away from the countryside.
The EU needs to help its farmers so they 
can compete with heavily-subsidised 
farmers elsewhere in the world. 

SPENDING
WISELY.  
ADDING
VALUE.
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In total, EUR 125 billion has been set 
aside to support emerging technologies, 
maximise the growth of EU businesses and 
boost health, energy, transport and food 
security.

innovation for sectors that provide 
high-quality jobs, including medicine, 
aeronautics, bio-based industries, fuel cells 
and hydrogen, and electronics. 

businesses will be signi!cant contributors 
to European recovery, the EU has worked 
hard to increase existing !nancial support, 
recently also enlisting the support of the 
European Investment Bank.

instrument intended to improve transport, 
telecommunications and energy networks 
in Europe.

BETTER SPENDING PRIORITIES

AN ATTENTIVE WATCHDOG

a joint say in all budget-related matters 
- and it takes this new responsibility very 
seriously. While some Member States 
lobbied to cut their individual contributions 
to the EU budget, the European Parliament 
stood !rm to ensure adequate funding for 
the policies collectively agreed upon.

crisis, Parliament believes everyone must 
stick to their policy commitments, funded 
by a European budget for investment - in 
infrastructure, research, food security, 
regional development...

The European Parliament also advocates 
a genuine independent funding system 
for the EU budget, which would in future 
allow lower contributions from the Member 
States (and thus put an end to the ceaseless 
haggling). One such source of funds 

speculative !nancial trading, which would 
also realise the objective of dampening 
irresponsible speculation. Eleven Member 
States have agreed to look into this option.

The European Parliament’s new powers also enable it to make or improve reform proposals 
for large EU programmes, which would ensure that the EU consistently brings more value to 
the table - and taxpayers get more for their money. Some examples of areas the EU will be 
investing in during the next six years:

About one third of the whole EU budget 
will go towards initiatives boosting local 
growth, competitiveness and employment. 
These include:

 
regional authorities to plan and execute 
projects more e"ciently;

ensure the money goes to where it’s most 
needed and helpful;

procedures to get money to where it’s 
needed;

 
medium-sized businesses;

neighbouring countries.

The money available for regional 
development will now be spent in such 
a way that the regions hit hardest by the 
crisis can receive more. In regions with a 

average, the EU share of project funding 

RESEARCH & INNOVATION

REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

In times of economic hardship, wise investment and real accountability 

Parliament has insisted on increased scrutiny of the EU’s 2014-2020 budget. 

each and every euro contributed by European taxpayers is money well 
spent, adding real value for the bene!t of all.
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PROTECTING
RIGHTS,  
IMPROVING LIVES.

As times have changed, so have our lives – and fortunately mainly for the better.  
To ensure that our European life quality standards continue to evolve in the years to 
come, we must keep pushing for change.

We need smart, honest measures that protect our health and safety, while also keeping  
an eye on the health of our planet so that we can o!er future generations a future 
worth living for.

The European Parliament and you. Together we can act, react and make an impact.

WWW.ELECTIONS2014.EU
#EP2014 WWW.ELECTIONS2014.EU

QUALITY OF LIFE. 
LET’S AIM HIGH.

SUSTAINABILITY AND PROTECTION OF OUR ENVIRONMENT

With climate change and rising fuel poverty 
facing us, the European Parliament is actively 
shaping our energy future. One proposal would 
enable the EU gradually to accelerate the 
introduction of cleaner biofuels and switch to 
more sustainable longer term sources sooner. 

A second proposal focuses on cleaner, low 
carbon transport. It promotes an alternative 
fuel infrastructure and encourages the use of 
innovative transport power technologies such 
as electricity, hydrogen and LPG. Perhaps even 
higher on the Parliament’s agenda, however, 
is to ensure all Member States install su"cient 
electric recharging stations for cars. 

PROTECTING OUR VICTIMS

In the EU, children and young people are 
among the biggest users of online and mobile 
technologies, which unfortunately puts them 
at a greater risk of online bullying and child 
pornography. To protect our youngest citizens, 
the European Parliament will be investing in 
awareness campaigns, the promotion of a safer 
online environment and the battle against 
illegal or harmful content. 

Online grooming (befriending children online 
with the intention of sexually abusing them) 
is now punishable under criminal law across 
the EU, as is producing or viewing child 
pornography. 

Likewise, protection of crime victims is 
something that the European Parliament has 
legislated on, establishing basic rights that are 
recognised throughout the EU alongside easy 
access to necessary assistance in the form of 
legal, linguistic, psychological or protective 
services. Every e!ort is being made to ensure 
our most vulnerable citizens don’t fall victim 
to serious crime. Protection that is available 
throughout all Member States.



WE CARE ABOUT YOUR HEALTHCARE

PROTECTING YOUR INTERESTS, PROTECTING YOU

Even while the crisis has put pressure on 
healthcare systems, the European Parliament 
has seen to it that patients’ rights to care across 
Europe have increased and will continue to do so 
in future. 

Some recent e!orts have focused on cross 
border healthcare. EU citizens will soon have the 
right to medical treatment and reimbursement 
in other Member States as if they were at home, 
whereas patients with rare diseases will receive 
cross-border treatment if their own country is 
unable to provide it.

Currently, approximately 60,000 patients are 
waiting for an organ transplant. Thanks to new 
legislation passed by the Parliament, waiting 
times will become shorter, quality and safety 
standards throughout the entire process will 
improve, and cooperation between Member 
States will increase.

In light of the ever-increasing globalisation of 
data "ow, the European Parliament wants to 
make sure that citizens have control over their 
own data, both now and in the future. New and 
improved regulations will help people use social 
media, shop online and generally communicate 
online with con#dence.

One area of ongoing e!ort is the data protection 
reform package, which consists of two draft laws: 
the #rst focuses on the processing of personal 
data in the EU, whereas the second monitors the 
processing of data related to criminal o!ences. If 
approved, better regulations will #nally exist for 
social networks, online shopping and e-banking, 
as well as for data processed o$ine (e.g. hospital, 
university or company registers).

As well as protecting our personal data, the 
European Parliament has approved a new 
version of the SWIFT anti-terrorism agreement, 
which better protects our bank data. The 
updated agreement, which Parliament obtained 
by rejecting a previous version which did not 
guarantee EU citizens’ rights, not only allows 
Europol (the EU’s law enforcement agency) to 

block data transfers to the US, but also speci#es 
that data use by the US is only permitted for anti-
terrorism purposes. 

At the same time, air passenger name record 
data are more strongly protected on EU "ights 
and "ights to the US. Legislation adopted by the 
Parliament guarantees a high level of protection 
of privacy and personal data in the #ght against 
crime and terrorism.

While the European Parliament has many objectives and responsibilities, 
its main goal is to help create a better life for all of Europe’s citizens. 
Day after day, the Parliament dedicates itself to our ‘European way’: by 
protecting, defending and improving our rights, taking decisions that 
make a tangible impact on our day-to-day lives.  
In areas such as cross-border healthcare, the environment, food safety and 
personal privacy the European Parliament is vigilant.

KEEPING EUROPEANS’ FOOD SOURCES  
SECURE, SAFE AND HONEST 

In 2013, a wave of indignation swept across
the EU due to the horsemeat scandal.
This reinforced public concern about the food 
on our plates and the need for traceability of 
products. 

The European Parliament has always recognised 
the need for clear labelling and has passed 
legislation to improve transparency. Some of 
our key food products such as olive oil, #sh 
(unless canned or prepared), beef, fresh or 
frozen poultry of non-EU origin, wine, most 
fresh fruit and vegetables, honey and eggs are 
subject to strict rules. As of December 2014, 
consumers will be better informed about the 

content and ingredients of food purchased or 
consumed in restaurants.

The right to use geographical indications, for 
traditional food and registered products such 
as Champagne, Stilton and Parmesan cheese 
or Serrano ham will also be better protected, 
whereas anything labelled as ‘fruit juice’ will no 
longer be allowed to contain added sugars or 
sweeteners.



USE YOUR  
POWER.
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This May, you, along with nearly 400 million other Europeans, will elect the Members of the  
European Parliament.  These are the eighth European elections. So business as usual, right? Wrong. 

Europe has changed. The European Union has changed. The European Parliament has changed. 
And since you last voted, the rules of the game have changed too.

CHOOSE 
WHO’S  
IN CHARGE  
IN EUROPE 

Times have been tough in Europe. Since 2008, 
we have been hit by a serious !nancial and 
economic crisis. 

Tackling this crisis involved many political 
choices. Big decisions were taken. More big 
decisions will be needed as we emerge from 
the crisis. We will not all agree on the way ahead 
and will have di"erent answers to the questions 
we face. 

But one lesson we learned from the crisis is 
clear: we face these questions together, as 
Europeans. Financial reform, energy supply, 

food safety, immigration, climate change 
and security: no one can deal with issues like 
these alone. The necessary decisions will be 
European decisions.  They will a"ect our daily 
lives. The voice of all Europeans - your voice - 
must be heard as they are taken.

What direction do you want Europe to take?  
How do you think we should face the  
challenges of the future? Who do you think 
should be in charge in Europe? 

You can answer these questions in the 2014 
European elections. 

THIS TIME  
IT’S DIFFERENT!
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On May 22, Wegene and Rudi  
will choose who’s in charge in Europe. And you?  
Wegene and Rudi, couple
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USE YOUR POWER. CHOOSE WHO’S  IN CHARGE IN EUROPE.

SEDSEL AND JENS, DESIGNERS
TRISH, ENTREPRENEUR

RICARDO, RETIRED DINA, VADIMS, KSENIJA AND MATVEJS, FAMILY

MAGDALÉNA, FACTORY WORKER
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USE YOUR POWER. CHOOSE WHO’S  IN CHARGE IN EUROPE.

TRISH, ENTREPRENEUR

ALIKI, STUDENT

RUDI AND WEGENE, COUPLEDINA, VADIMS, KSENIJA AND MATVEJS, FAMILY

TOM, FARMER
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YOUR PARLIAMENT,  
YOUR POWER.
The rulebook for the European Union has 
been rewritten. The Lisbon Treaty, agreed on 
by all EU countries, means that the European 
Parliament, and thus the citizens it represents, 
now have far more power than when you last 
elected it. 

Parliament now makes European law  
across the board. From regulating banks to  
international trade agreements; from food 
safety to data protection; from agricultural 
policy to environmental standards, Parliament 
makes the laws we live by. 

But that’s not all. Parliament also decides 
on the EU budget. Where should European 

money go? Where can it add most value? 
What are our priorities? These decisions  
depend on political choices. Ultimately, these 
choices are yours.

And crucially too, Parliament scrutinises  
Europe’s executive, the European Commission. 
Is it doing its job properly?  
Is it spending your money wisely? 

Again, it’s about making sure the will  
of Europe’s citizens - your will - is respected  
in Europe. Parliament’s power in Europe is 
your power.

YOU CHOOSE
WHO’S IN CHARGE  
IN EUROPE.
And there’s one more thing. For the !rst time, 
under the new rules, the presidency of the 
European Commission depends directly on the 
elections. 

The leaders of European governments 
must take the results of the elections into 
account when they put forward the person 
they want to see become president of the 
European Commission. And to get the job, 
the new President must be elected by the 
European Parliament, with the support of a 
political majority. 

So your choice at the ballot box will decide 
who leads the Commission. That’s why  

European political parties have chosen to  
!eld candidates for this important job.  
So when you vote, not only do you elect the 
people to represent you in Parliament, but 
you can also say who you would like to see as 
Commission President.

Democracy is not only about elections,  
but elections are a key moment in any  
democracy. The 2014 European elections 
give you more power than ever before.

Have your say over how we face our common 
challenges, over who makes our laws, over 
who decides how our money is spent, choose 
who’s in charge!
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On May 22, Vadims and Dina 
will choose who’s in charge in Europe. And you? 
Vadims, Dina, Matvejs and Ksenija, family
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FIND OUT MORE:
ELECTIONS2014.EU

Visit our special elections website - your gateway for everything you need to know  
about how you can use your power in Europe.

WHY VOTE?
In these European elections, voting will have 

greater impact than ever before.

Set the direction of Europe. Big choices face us over the coming 

years. The political shape of the European Parliament will determine 

how those choices are made. And that depends on you.  

 
 Choose who’s in charge. For the !rst time, who becomes President 

of the European Commission depends on the elections. You get to 

say who you want to see in that job. 

 
Vote for impact. The European Parliament’s decisions a"ect your 

daily life. Make sure you have a say in how those decisions will be 

taken. The Parliament is your power in Europe. Use your power!
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IN SEARCH OF A EUROPEAN COMMISSION
Next, the Commission President-elect must 
come back to Parliament with a proposal 
for the composition of the Commission as  
a whole, thus a further 27 commissioners-
designate; one for each Member State, 
besides himself, along with the portfolio 
each of them is intended to assume. 

Every candidate is assessed by the Parliament 
for his or her suitability for the job.  

Each faces a hearing in the parliamentary 
committee responsible for his or her 
designated policy area, in which both the 
professional qualities and policy intentions 
of the candidate will be tested. It is a tough 
process, and if the MEPs are not satis!ed 
that any commissioner-designate is right 
for the job, the President can be forced to 
put forward a new candidate, who must 
also undergo a hearing. 

THE NEW EUROPEAN COMMISSION IS BORN
Once all the incoming commissioners have 
their green light, there is one big vote to go, 
Parliament’s approval of the new

European Commission as a whole, after a 
!nal discussion of its political programme. 

EUROPARL.EU
#EP2014

IN ACTION FOR YOU
And so the Commission can get to work, 
mandated by the Parliament, the voice of 
citizens in Europe. Of course, Parliament’s 
work does not stop there; it will be vigilant 
on your behalf throughout the term of the 
Commission, holding it to account, setting 
its budget, supervising and scrutinising its 
actions, as well as approving, rejecting or 
amending the laws it proposes. 

Your power as a citizen does not stop there 
- you don’t stay on the sidelines for the next 
5 years. Remember, MEPs represent you, 
which means they are there for you if you 
need to ask a question, raise an issue or 
make a suggestion. This is an open, 
accessible Parliament, acting for you, 
responding to you. It is your power, your 
Parliament.
 

THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT.
YOUR VOTE. OUR ACTION.

YOUR VOTE.

OUR ACTION.

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT  
NEW TERM 2014-2019
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A BRAND NEW EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
Last May, Europeans cast their votes.  
The Members of the European Parliament 
(MEPs) they elected make up the brand new 
European Parliament, with a new balance of 
political forces.

MEPs do not sit in national delegations, but 
join like-minded colleagues from across 
Europe to form ideologically coherent 
political groups. Following the elections,  
7 di!erent groups were constituted, while  
52 MEPs remained non-attached.  
(See graphic)

The "rst act of the new Parliament was to 
elect one Member as their new President: 
Martin Schulz, back for a second term in this 
job. He chairs the Parliament’s sittings, and 
acts as its legal and institutional 
representative towards the outside world. 
With the President in place, the Parliament 
then went on to elect all its o#ce holders, 
such as Vice-Presidents and committee chairs.

But that’s not all.  In this new situation, 
European political parties "elded 
candidates for the presidency of the 
European Commission before the election, 
giving voters the chance to assess whom 
they would like to see in charge after it. 

As the EPP won the largest number of seats 
in the elections, government leaders 
respected the will of a majority of the 
Parliament and put forward Jean-Claude 
Juncker as the candidate most likely to 
muster the backing of the institution.  
After consultations with all Parliament’s 
political forces, he indeed secured his 
majority and was elected by the Parliament 
on 15 July 2014, with the votes of 422 out of 
751 members. 

However, being elected President of the 
European Commission is only the 
beginning of a longer process. 

THIS TIME IT’S DIFFERENT
Once Parliament had taken shape, it turned 
its attention to an important new 
responsibility and crucial new power: to 
elect the next President of the European 
Commission, the head of the EU’s executive. 
This is where we see how these elections 
were really di!erent. 

For the "rst time, following new rules 
introduced by the Lisbon Treaty, the Heads 
of European governments – acting as the 
“European Council” - had to take the 
election results into account when 
proposing to the European Parliament their 
candidate to head the Commission. 

In democracies, citizens have the power to choose who’s in charge. In the European Union, 
they mainly do this by electing the European Parliament. These elections create the new 
balance of political forces in Europe, they set the political direction of the EU for five years 
to come, and they determine who will run the EU’s executive, the European Commission.

Your votes translate into our action. Here’s how it works.

Jean-Claude Juncker

YOUR VOTE.
OUR ACTION.

FACTS & FIGURES ON THE NEW EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

Gender 
distribution

64,95%
Men

35,05%
Women

20092014

63,12%
Men

36,88%
Women

Youngest & Oldest  
MEP

Youngest 
Year of birth: 1987 

Anders Primdahl Vistisen
ECR, Danish People’s Party

Oldest
Year of birth: 1922 
Emmanouil Glezos

GUE/NGL, Coalition of the  
Radical Left (Greece)

New/Returning 
MEPs

New
51%

Returning
49%

Did you know that....

CANDIDATES FOR THE PRESIDENCY  
OF THE COMMISSION
Alexis Tsipras (GUE/NGL), Ska Keller (DIE GRÜNEN/EFA), 
Martin Schulz (S&D), Jean-Claude Juncker (EVP),
Guy Verhofstadt (ALDE).

DISTRIBUTION OF SEATS
(01.09.2014)

EPP
European People Party,  
Christian Democrats, 
220 seats S&D

Progressive Alliance of  
Socialists and Democrats,  
191 seats

ECR European Conservatives  
and Reformists,  
70 seats

ALDE Alliance of Liberals and 
Democrats for Europe,  
68 seats

GUE/NGL 
European United Left / 
Nordic Green Left,  
52 seats

GREENS/EFA
Group of the Greens / 
European Free Alliance,  
50 seatsEFDD

Europe of Freedom  
and Direct Democracy,   
48 seats

NA
Non-Attached,   
52 seats
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